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Abstract 
The development of the mobile phone has been rapid. From being a device mainly used 
for phone calls and writing text messages the mobile phone of today, or commonly 
referred to as the smartphone, has become a multi-purpose device. Because of its size and 
thermal constraints there are certain limitations in areas of battery life and 
computational capabilities. Some say that cloud computing is just another buzzword, a 
way to sell already existing technology. Others claim that it has the potential to transform 
the whole IT-industry. This thesis is covering the intersection of these two fields by 
investigating if it is possible to increase the speed of mobile phones by offloading 
computational heavy mobile phone application functions by using cloud computing. A 
mobile phone application was developed that conducts three computational heavy tests. 
The tests were run twice, by not using cloud computing offloading and by using it. The 
time taken to carry out the tests were saved and later compared to see if it is faster to use 
cloud computing in comparison to not use it. The results showed that it is not beneficial to 
use cloud computing to carry out these types of tasks; it is faster to use the mobile phone.  
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1. Introduction 
Cloud computing is a hot topic in various media, and it is stated that it has the potential to 
transform large parts of the IT industry (Armbrust, Fox, Griffith, Joseph, Katz, Konwinski, 
Lee, Patterson, Rabkin, Stoica & Zaharia, 2009). Others claim that it is only a buzzword and 
that the technology has been around for years, for example in the form of grid computing and 
computing as a utility (Reese, 2009; Rittinghouse & Ransome, 2010). It is said to be just 
another attempt to market and pack existing technology in a new way (Krishnan, 2010). There 
is also a lot of confusion on what the term actually means or includes (Rittinghouse & 
Ransome, 2010; Armbrust et al, 2009) which is not surprising when the term covers a 
remarkably wide area. However, the critique is mainly directed towards to the term itself and 
many claims that the idea of cloud computing is here to stay, that there is great potential in the 
technology (Chow, Golle, Jakobsson, Masuoka, Molina, Shi & Staddon, 2009; Krishnan, 
2010; Reese 2009; Rittinghouse & Ransome, 2010).  

The mobile phone is the new personal computer (Allen, Graupera & Lundrigan, 2010) and 
its functionality is continually increasing (Carroll & Heiser, 2010). Mobile phones are 
increasingly used for web browsing, email and multimedia, to mention a few areas 
(Nurminen, 2010). However, the portability and small size of the device has its limitations 
when it comes, for example, to battery life (Miettinen & Nurminen, 2010; Othman & Hailes, 
1998; Palmer, Kemp, Kielmann & Bal, 2009) and computational performance. Cloud 
computing has been suggested to improve mobile phones in various ways, but two common 
areas are battery life extension and computational offloading (Kumar & Lu, 2010).  

The aim of this thesis is to investigate if the cloud can be used to execute mobile phone 
application functions faster by offloading the task to the cloud, in comparison to execute the 
function on the mobile phone. The collaboration advantages, and disadvantages, with mobile 
phones and cloud computing will also be investigated as well as if different phones models 
with different network connections are more or less suitable for offloading.  

1.1 Previous research 
There is quite a lot of material on the topic of mobile phones and cloud computing. Much of it 
investigates the possibility to offload mobile phone functions into the cloud to extend battery 
life, by reducing the computational load of the mobile phone.  

 Miettinen & Nurminen explains that energy efficiency is a fundamental consideration for 
mobile phones and argues that cloud computing has the potential to save energy through 
offloading (Miettinen & Nurminen, 2010). The energy cost of the computation must however 
be greater than the communication transfer cost to the cloud. Another interesting remark is 
that energy consumption is greater if the data sent is divided into smaller bits than by sending 
the same data in one large chunk. Miettinen & Nurminen presents a remarkably basic but 
straightforward formula, Ecloud < Elocal, which states that the energy consumption to send 
the task to the cloud must be smaller than the local consumption on the mobile phone, for 
offloading to be beneficial. They have also investigated the difference between 3G and 
WLAN connections where they state that the 3G connection uses more mobile phone energy 
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the further away from the base station it is and that it takes longer time for the 3G connection 
to transfer data, in comparison to the WLAN connection, due to the lower bandwidth. To 
receive data is also less power consuming than to send it. In conclusion, Miettinen & 
Nurminen state that there are times when cloud offloading can be beneficial but that there is a 
lot of factors to consider and that cloud offloading can have other advantages like saving and 
sharing data across multiple platforms.  

Palmer et al. has also investigated the importance of mobile phones in collaboration with 
cloud computing. The computational power of the mobile phone is stated to be the chief 
limitation of the mobile phone. This constraint makes it desirable to offload computational 
tasks to the cloud where the resources are “unlimited”. But there are also problems related to 
the connection between the mobile phone and the cloud in forms of latency, connection 
interruption and network provider costs that needs to be considered (Palmer et al., 2009). 

Carroll & Heiser investigated which parts of mobile phones are consuming most energy by 
measuring the different parts of a mobile phone while it was operating. The result shows that 
data transmission, phone calls and the display are the parts that use most energy. To send and 
receive data from the cloud is therefore a very energy-consuming task in comparison to other 
mobile phone related functions (Carroll & Heiser, 2010).  

Yang, Ou, & Chen has also acknowledged the limitations of mobile devices and argues 
that the miniature size and portability makes it hard to run applications that require a lot of 
computational power (Yang, Ou & Chen, 2008). Users want to run the applications that they 
use on more powerful computers on their mobile phones. Therefore Yang et al. suggests that 
cloud offloading could be a possible solution. They conducted an experiment where they use a 
text translate application. The application reads text through a mobile phone camera and 
translates it into German language. They compared the results of performing the translation 
task locally on the mobile phone and by offloading it on computers that represented the cloud. 
The result showed that it is beneficial to offload the task. Yang et al. also raises some 
important questions about the privacy related to offloading. When performing the translation 
task the image of the text is sent to a computer that the user does not control, which means 
that they no longer possess the control over the data and that third-party members could 
access it. Another interesting point is an offloading decision engine, as part of the application, 
that determines if it is suitable to offload a task or not. If the conditions are favorable, for 
example with a good mobile phone connection, it might be beneficial to offload the task to the 
cloud. However if the conditions are not beneficial then the application rather executes the 
task locally on the mobile phone.  

Kumar & Lu has also investigated the energy constraint of mobile phones and argue that 
many applications are to computation intensive to be run on mobile phones. Cloud offloading 
is dependent on the wireless bandwidth capacity, the amount of computation and the amount 
of data that need to be transmitted. Kumar & Lu points out that the material that needs to be 
processed seldomly is considered. For example, if an application transforms an image the 
image itself needs to be uploaded to the cloud server before the processing can take place, and 
depending on the image size it can add up to quite an amount of data that needs to be 
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transmitted. There are also several challenges in using the cloud in mobile phone applications. 
Privacy and security issues needs to be considered when data are sent to servers managed by 
other people or companies. Reliability is another issue; the cloud servers must always be 
accessible for the application to work. If the servers are down for maintenance, the 
applications relying on it will not function. Finally, “real-time data” or latency is addressed. 
For example, in a GPS navigation application the information must be updated frequently. 
When using the cloud to conduct data transformation there will be some latency while 
sending the data back and forth from the mobile device. If the latency is great enough the 
information will already be obsolete when reaching the mobile device. These are some issues 
with cloud computing which needs to be considered (Kumar & Lu, 2010). 

1.2 Purpose 
The purpose of the thesis is to investigate the applicability of cloud computing in the area of 
mobile phone applications. The focus lies on how cloud computing can improve mobile 
phone computational performance and usability, including aspects of limitations and 
drawbacks concerning the technology in question. Because computational capacity of mobile 
phones are limited and because cloud computing could be a solution to improve the 
mentioned area, the following research questions are investigated.  

1.3 Research questions 
The main research question is: 

- Can cloud computing be used in mobile phone applications to execute functions faster 
in comparison to mobile phone applications that do not use cloud computing? 

The main research question is followed by these sub questions: 

- Do mobile phones with slow computational capabilities and good Internet connection 
benefit by using cloud computing based mobile phone applications, in terms of 
improved execution time, in comparison to mobile phones with great computational 
capabilities and slow Internet connection? 

- Which features of mobile phone applications would benefit to use cloud computing to 
improve the execution time of mobile phones? 

- What are the other possible advantages and disadvantages of using cloud computing in 
mobile phone applications?  

1.4 Hypothesis 
The first factor to consider is the task or function that the mobile phone is going to perform. If 
the task is extremely computational heavy the mobile phone’s capacity will be insufficient to 
carry out the task, and offloading to the cloud might be the only solution. On the other hand if 
the task is very small and fast to execute then offloading might be disadvantageous because of 
latency and the time it takes to upload the task to the cloud servers. I therefore believe that if 
the task is somewhat considered an “intermediate” computation task, the bandwidth capacity 
is good, and the computation capacity of the phone is poor, then it will be beneficial to offload 
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the task to the cloud. A poor connection and a fast mobile phone will on the other hand prove 
less beneficial, because of the low transfer rate of data and the phones fast computational 
capacity.  

1.5 Research plan 
To answer the research questions a mobile phone application was developed. The application 
performed three different tasks, locally on the mobile phone and by offloading the tasks to the 
cloud. The tasks was timed which in turn will answer if it is faster to perform the functions 
locally, on the mobile phone, or if it is faster to use the cloud. As previously mentioned there 
are crucial factors like mobile phone computation capacity and network connection to 
consider. Therefore, the mobile phone model information was saved as well as 
upload/download bandwidth ratio. 

The mobile phone application was shared to as many different mobile phone devices as 
possible and was executed under different conditions to get results from various conditions. 
The results from the tests was compared by using statistical methods to conclude if cloud 
offloading is beneficial for mobile phone applications.  

1.6 Limitations 
The study will mainly focus on comparing execution time in performing certain tasks, by 
using the cloud and by doing the same task locally on the mobile phone. Saving battery life is 
in many research papers the prime goal for offloading mobile functions into the cloud (Chen 
et al., 2004; Kumar & Lu, 2010; Miettinen & Nurminen, 2010; Nurminen, 2010; Xiao, Hu & 
Savolainen, 2011). The process of measuring mobile phone power consumption accurately is 
however a very difficult task. Carroll & Heiser performed this kind of measurement by taking 
apart a mobile phone to measure the individual parts with specialized measurement equipment 
(Carroll & Heiser, 2010). There are software tools to perform this type of measurements, but 
it is very hard to get an accurate value. Therefore, this thesis is mainly focusing on execution 
time of mobile phone application functions, where more accurate values hopefully can be 
gathered.  

The thesis will only focus on Android based mobile phones. To gather results from various 
devices would need several different mobile phone applications and because Android 
applications only work for Android mobile phones this research will only focus on that type 
of device.  

The cloud will be represented by Google’s App Engine platform only and will not consider 
other cloud vendors like Windows or Amazon. Different cloud platforms could have been 
considered but because of various limitations Google’s App Engine platform was the only one 
used.  
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2. Defining cloud computing 
The term cloud computing has many different definitions that are constantly evolving due to 
the wide area the concept is covering, and depending on which area of it the describer tries to 
define. The cloud has historically been used as a metaphor for the Internet and is commonly 
used in network diagrams to represent connections between entities, connected through the 
Internet (Mather, Kumaraswamy & Latif, 2009; Rittinghouse & Ransome, 2010). However, in 
the context of cloud computing the term ‘the cloud’ refers to the hardware and software of 
datacenters (Armbrust et al., 2009) offered by cloud computing vendors like Amazon, 
Microsoft and Google. Computing on the other hand can be described as “the study or use of 
computers” (Cambridge Dictionary - Computing, 2012). The two terms combined cover a 
very wide area that adds to the complexity when trying to describe it, and therefore cloud 
computing is often categorized into different parts. Mell & Grance, representing the American 
National Institute of Standards and Technology, defines cloud computing as:  

Cloud computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand 
network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., 
networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly 
provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider 
interaction. This cloud model promotes availability and is composed of five 
essential characteristics, three service models, and four deployment models (Mell 
& Grance, 2009). 

2.1 The five essential characteristics of cloud computing 
The “five essential characteristics” that Mell & Grance mentions differs from one cloud 
computing researcher to another, adding and removing characteristics that represent their 
subjective idea or area of the topic. The idea is to divide the term cloud computing into more 
graspable parts, which generally are defined as:  

- Self-provisioning of resources and elasticity. Cloud computing users are able to, 
without human assistance, acquire any amount of computing capabilities. For 
example, network storage, processing capabilities or software, which are available 
anytime and anywhere.  

- Pay-per-use. Costs of cloud computing services are based on usage. For example, an 
hourly or monthly rate, traffic load or numbers of users.  

- On demand availability. Cloud services are always accessible, platform independent 
and are commonly accessed through a web browser or web service API.  

- Scalability. Computation resources are perceived to be unlimited in the sense of 
matching any resource demands that the user have. For example, bandwidth, 
computational abilities or storage space. The cloud services should instantly be able to 
adapt to the demanded usage. 

- Resource pooling. Data and resources are divided on a vast amount of servers that 
usually are spread geographically; the resources needed are then directed based on the 
computational need of the service.  
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The definition of the characteristics of cloud computing has many different variations for 
example by Armbrust et al. (2009), Hurwitz, Bloor, Kaufman & Halper (2010), Mather et al. 
(2009), Mell & Grance (2009), Reese (2009), Rittinghouse & Ransome (2010) among others. 
The definitions differ from one researcher to another but they generally cover similar areas.  

2.2 Cloud computing service models 
“Cloud computing isn’t so much a technology as it is the combination of many 
preexisting technologies. These technologies have matured at different rates and 
in different contexts, and were not designed as a coherent whole; however, they 
have come together to create a technical ecosystem for cloud computing” (Mather 
et al., 2009) 

The cloud computing concept is also divided into three different service models (Mell & 
Grance, 2009), also referred to as infrastructure models (Reese, 2009) or services delivery 
models (Mather et al., 2009). The service models are generally categorized as Software as a 
Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and cloud Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS).  

2.2.1 Software as a Service (SaaS) 
Software as a Service or SaaS refers to: “The capability provided to the consumer is to use the 
provider’s applications running on a cloud infrastructure.” (Mell & Grance, 2009). The 
traditional method of purchasing software requires the customer to locally install an 
application on their computer and use licenses to authorize the usage. With SaaS the customer 
pays for the software on a subscription level and does not need to install any software on their 
computers. The software, application, is instead accessed via the Internet, through a web 
browser (Mather et al., 2009).  

An example of this is Google Docs which is a word processing application offered online. 
The user can access the application through a web browser, create documents and use all the 
features of the application (Google Docs, 2012). What differs SaaS from PaaS and IaaS is that 
the user will not alter the application itself, nor the hardware that the application runs on, or 
the network configuration. What Google offers with Google Docs is an application that the 
user can use but not directly alter. It is like a traditional computer program but used through 
the Internet.  

 According to Reese (2009), Rittinghouse & Ransome (2010) SaaS applications are 
accessed through a web browser, and there is no need to install the application to use it 
(Reese, 2009; Rittinghouse & Ransome, 2010). Other characteristics of cloud computing does 
also apply, that the application always should be accessible and that no specific platform 
should be needed. 

2.2.2 Platform as a Service (PaaS) 
“In a platform-as-a-service (PaaS) model, the vendor offers a development environment to 
application developers, who develop applications and offer those services through the 
provider’s platform” (Mather et al., 2009). In comparison to SaaS where the application 
already exists, and is usually owned by the cloud provider, PaaS offers the possibility to 
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create and modify applications. It is an outgrowth of the SaaS application delivery model 
(Rittinghouse & Ransome, 2010).  

To aid the developer, different tools are provided like programming languages and 
Application Programming Interfaces (API). In comparison to cloud Infrastructure as a 
Service, IaaS, the user does not control the virtualization instance or network configuration of 
the cloud server (Mell & Grance, 2009). An example of PaaS is Google App Engine that 
offers the possibility to create Java, Python and Go applications on servers hosted by Google 
(Google App Engine, 2012; Reese, 2009).  

2.2.3 Cloud Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) 
“Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) is the delivery of computer hardware (servers, networking 
technology, storage, and data center space) as a service. It may also include the delivery of 
operating systems and virtualization technology to manage the resources.” (Hurwitz et al., 
2010). The actual network infrastructure of the cloud servers does not lay in the hands of the 
user, but rather network options like firewalls, storage, operating systems etcetera (Mell & 
Grance, 2009).  

An example of IaaS is Amazon EC2, where virtual servers can be set up and configured 
over a web based interface within minutes (Amazon EC2, 2012; Hurwitz et al., 2010). The 
customer can choose operating system, database and application development environment 
which gives the customer greater control over the hardware in comparison to PaaS. The 
customer has the possibility to configure the servers based on their needs, which generally 
includes more maintenance in comparison to PaaS but also more options. 

 These three service models constitutes the general model of cloud computing. It is a very 
broad concept and there are many different definitions, and new ones are coined frequently. 
SaaS, PaaS and IaaS are the most encountered in cloud computing literature and are basically 
divided by hardware abstraction level. Youseff & Dilma Da Silva illustrates this in figure 1, 
where two additional lower layers were added, the Firmware/Hardware and the Software 
Kernel (Youseff & Dilma Da Silva, 2009), it illustrates how interconnected the different 
layers are.  
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Figure 1. Cloud ontology (Youseff & Dilma Da Silva, 2009). 

2.3 Cloud computing deployment models 
Cloud computing can also be divided on the basis of deployment, level of access, of the cloud 
services.  

2.3.1 Public cloud 
Public clouds are available to the general public, or large organizations, and are owned by a 
third party organization that offers the cloud service (Mell & Grance, 2009). Google, Amazon 
and Microsoft are examples of public cloud vendors who offer their services to the general 
public (Mather et al., 2009). Data created and submitted by customers are usually stored on 
the servers of the third party vendor.  

2.3.2 Private cloud 
“The cloud infrastructure is operated solely for an organization. It may be managed by the 
organization or a third party and may exist on premise or off premise.” (Mell & Grance, 
2009). The cloud infrastructure is accessed only by the members of the organization and/or by 
granted third parties. The purpose is not to offer cloud services to the general public but to use 
it within the organization. For example an enterprise that wants to make customer data 
available to their different stores.  

2.3.3 Hybrid cloud 
Hybrid cloud infrastructure is a composition of two or more clouds that are unique entities but 
at the same time are bound together by standardized or proprietary technology that enables 
data and application portability (Mell & Grance, 2009). For example, an enterprise that have 
their HR and CRM applications in a public cloud like Saleforces.com, but then have 
confidential data in their own private cloud (Sarna, 2011). 

2.3.4 Community cloud 
“The cloud infrastructure is shared by several organizations and supports a specific 
community that has shared concerns (e.g., mission, security requirements, policy, and 
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compliance considerations)” (Mell & Grance, 2009). The idea is that the costs are spread on 
several organizations that all are in need of the same services. 

2.4 The history of cloud computing 
Cloud computing has been possible through development in a variety of fields (Krishnan, 
2010; Reese, 2009). As computer hardware evolved, so did software, as communication 
networks developed so did the rules and standards for how computers communicate. The 
communication rules and standards in turn affected the evolution of Internet software that 
made cloud computing possible (Rittinghouse & Ransome, 2010).  

Carr argues that what we are witnessing today is very similar to what happened during the 
industrial era. During the industrial era many industries had to provide their own electricity by 
wind or water mills to power their machines (Carr, 2009). As electricity through power lines 
became cheaper, more available and more reliable there was no need for the industries to 
produce their own energy. Carr argues that the companies of today phase the same shift as the 
ones during the industrial area, except today the shift is toward cloud computing (Carr, 2009). 

Toffler argues that a civilization undergoes different waves of development. The first wave 
is the agricultural societies; the second one is the industrial age and what we now are fazing is 
the third wave, the information age (Toffler, 1984). These major waves are then divided into 
several sub waves, illustrated in figure 2.  

Figure 2. Sub waves of the third, informational wave (Mather et al. 2009). 

Figure 2 illustrates the development of computing, starting from the mainframe computers in 
the sixties to cloud computing today.  
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As previously mentioned, development in various areas have led to the development of 
cloud computing (Rittinghouse & Ransome, 2010). Some areas have influenced more than 
others, for example virtualization, utility computing, outsourcing and grid computing, which 
are areas that have had a great impact on cloud computing. 

2.4.1 Virtualization  
Virtualization was introduced in the early sixties by IBM (Hurwitz et al., 2010), which made 
it possible to run several operating system instances on one server. Virtualization makes it 
possible to run several operating systems on one server simultaneously, but separates them as 
if they were on their own server. This makes it possible to take advantage of the server’s 
resources to a greater extent, by running several services on the same server. Traditionally, 
one service are run on one server because operating systems like Windows and Linux have 
difficulties to allocate resources between applications that needs the same resources (Hurwitz 
et al., 2010). This is not a problem if there are just a few applications needed. The solution has 
been to put every application on a separate server. But if there is many different applications 
this becomes a problem because of the vast amount of servers that then are needed. It can also 
be very inefficient to just have one application per server, something that virtualization tries to 
solve.  

Amazon offers the possibility to set up virtual servers on Amazon’s own network. The 
customer has the possibility to, for example, choose which operating system and storage space 
they want (Reese, 2009). The virtual servers are then shared with others on Amazon’s 
physical servers so that the servers’ capabilities are used more efficiently. There is also a 
possibility to scale computing resources up or down, for example if the customer decides that 
they need to add another virtual server for another application.  

2.4.2 Utility computing 
“Utility computing can be defined as the provision of computational and storage resources as 
a metered service, similar to those provided by a traditional public utility company” 
(Rittinghouse & Ransome, 2010). The idea of utility computing is to provide computing 
resources like how electricity, telephone or water is provided. We pay for the amount that we 
use and it should be available to us.  

The idea of utility computing is not anything new as the term was coined already in the 
sixties (Sarna, 2011). What we see today is that cloud vendors like Amazon is trying to 
accomplish this by offering possibilities to pay per usage and by having availability, uptime, 
around 99.95% (Amazon EC2 SLA, 2012; Reese, 2009).  

2.4.3 Outsourcing 
Cambridge dictionary defines outsourcing as “If a company outsources, it pays to have part of 
its work done by another company” (Cambridge Dictionary – Outsourcing, 2012). An 
example of outsourcing is an IT company that hires another company to take care of their 
customer support.  

In comparison to cloud computing there are similarities but also some differences. 
Companies can outsource parts, or their whole IT department, on companies specialized on 
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that particular field. For example a company that outsources the setup, maintenance and 
storage of their servers so that they do not have to have them onsite, on their company 
compound. This is similar to PaaS or IaaS were cloud computing vendors take care of the 
platform and/or infrastructure. The similarities are striking but the differences lie in the 
rapidness of providing the services and agreements that comes with it. Unlike traditional 
outsourcing that requires lengthy contracts that usually just carry on as long as the contracts 
agree on, cloud computing offers a predefined solution that matches the need of the 
customer’s application (Rittinghouse & Ransome, 2010). There is usually no initial cost, and 
the customer only pays for what is being used and nothing more.  

2.4.4 Grid Computing 
The term “Grid computing” originated in the 1990s and refers to the idea of making 
computing accessible in similar manner to how power grids works (Krishnan, 2010). “Grid 
computing is a form of distributed computing that implements a virtual supercomputer made 
up of a cluster of networked or Internetworked computers acting in unison to perform very 
large tasks.” (Rittinghouse & Ransome, 2010). A famous example is the SETI@home project. 
SETI collects data from telescopes in search of extraterrestrial life. The data collected needs 
to be analyzed, but the amount of data is huge. The SETI@home project splits the collected 
data into smaller chunks that are distributed among computers that are in the SETI@home 
project. Anyone who wishes to contribute can download the application needed to devote 
their computers processing power to process the data, making the whole network of 
computers similar to a power grid where resources can be used on demand (Krishnan, 2010). 

Many cloud service providers offers services similar to grid computing by the pay-per-use 
model and perceived unlimited computing resources. However, cloud computing should be 
viewed as a step away from the grid utility model (Rittinghouse & Ransome, 2010). The 
fields overlap each other on several points, but a difference between the two of them is how 
data is processed. In grid computing the user usually makes few but very large request. Only a 
few of these requests can be processed at any given time and others might be queued. Cloud 
computing users, on the other hand, does a lot of small allocation requests where allocations 
happen in real time (Krishnan, 2010).  
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3. Mobile phone development 
Mobile phones are nowadays used to browse the web, write emails, view videos, etcetera 
(Nurminen, 2010). The diverse functionality has made the mobile phone similar to ordinary 
personal computers and is therefore more commonly referred to as smartphones (Carroll & 
Heiser, 2010). But even though the popularity of smartphones has increases it is still a 
minority in comparison to the basic mobile phone (Allen et al., 2010). The mobile phone 
application, or app, has also increased the functionality of mobile phones. Mobile phone 
applications are nothing new, already during the late 90’s application development was a hot 
topic (Allen et al., 2010), but with Apple launching the App store in 2008 the access to 
applications became easier.  

Kumar & Lu state that the mobile phone is the primary computing platform for many users 
(Kumar & Lu, 2010). The mobile phone is considered to become the new personal computer 
and even though the personal computer will not disappear the smartphone market is growing. 
Two reasons for this development is that smartphones generally are cheaper and that they are 
more convenient because of their small size and portability (Allen et al., 2010). But there are 
also hardware limitations that need to be considered. Portability and small size brings 
limitations with battery life (Carroll & Heiser, 2010), computational abilities and network 
availability (Handa, 2009). Thermal concerns are also a big issue and there is a power limit of 
roughly three Watts for a hand-held device (Neuvo, 2004) exceeding this limit would make 
the device to warm. These power constraints do in turn affect other hardware components that 
cannot be as powerful as in a normal sized computer (Gu, Nahrstedt, Messer, Greenberg & 
Milojicic, 2004). So even though the development of various hardware components has been 
rapid there is still a big performance difference in comparison to stationary computers. 

The issues of mobile phones are somewhat intertwined; CPU performance is related to 
energy consumption, size, as well as amount of memory. Data transfer is dependent on which 
type of network connection the mobile phone has and how good it is. The issues are not only 
related to the mobile phones’ hardware. Transfer capacity and traffic load of mobile phone 
base stations, which connects the phones to the mobile phone network, has its constrains. The 
increased usage of multimedia through the mobile network creates increased traffic load on 
the base station, which needs to be handled (Handa, 2009).  

3.1 Mobile platforms and operating systems 
There are several different manufacturers of mobile phones and also a diverse field of what 
operating systems the mobile phones are using. According to Gartner, mobile phones that are 
sold during 2012 are running Android, 50.9%, IOS, 23.8%, and Symbian 11.7% (Gartner, 
2012). The applications developed for the different operating system are usually not 
compatible with other operating systems and the application development language usually 
differs between them. Android applications are generally built in Java; IOS are built in 
Objective C and Symbian in C++ or Java. Application developers need to learn a wide variety 
of different programming languages, architecture and memory management to be able to 
develop for all platforms. 
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3.2 Mobile phones and cloud computing 
“Mobile phones are set to become the universal interface to online services and cloud 
computing applications” (Giurgui et al., 2009). Generally mobile phone applications run 
locally on the mobile phone. This means that the application is downloaded and then executed 
on the mobile phone. The application might interact with servers on the Internet to get 
information that the application need, but the computation and processing of data is mainly 
performed on the mobile phone, which has its limitations when it comes to mobile phone 
hardware as previously mentioned.  

 A cloud computing mobile phone application can be downloaded in the same way as a 
local mobile phone application but would execute on a server instead of on the mobile phone. 
The application would function as a communicator with the cloud server which function 
would be to display the data received by it. Another approach is to access the application 
through the mobile phone’s web browser. For example Google Docs that is a word processor 
accessed through a web browser (Google Docs, 2012). In this case there is no need to 
download any application, the application is available directly through the web browser.  

 A third alternative is a hybrid mobile phone application that partly operates in the cloud 
and partly on the mobile phone. For example a mobile phone application that runs on the 
mobile phone but files generated are saved in the cloud. Chen, Kang, Kandemir, 
Vijaykrishnan, Irwin & Chandramouli and Miettinen & Nurminen describe how mobile phone 
applications could offload computational tasks to the cloud if the condition for doing so 
would be beneficial (Chen et al., 2004; Miettinen & Nurminen, 2010). Applications that save 
data, generated by it, in the cloud are another example. Pictures, game scores, phone contacts 
etcetera could all be saved in the cloud to make them available to other devices. This is a 
development trend that might become more and more common while mobile phone 
manufacturers tries to integrated mobile phones with other devices they are manufacturing, 
for example Google TV (Google TV, 2012). 
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4. Method 
According to Backman the purpose of the research method is to define, in detail, the process 
of how the research has been conducted. Others should be able to replicate the conducted 
research, to evaluate it and determine its sustainability. The method is roughly addressing four 
areas (Backman, 2008): 

1. The subjects. Who are the people involved in the research, how many are they, 
demographics? 

2. The material. What material, test, machinery or measurement instrument was used 
while conducting the research?    

3. The procedure. What steps were taken in conducting the observations? What type of 
control was used? 

4. Data processing. How was the gathered data processed, for example which statistical 
methods were used?  

This outline was used to review the conducted research in this paper. 

4.1 Quantitative and qualitative methods  
When conducting research there are generally two major paradigms to choose from, the 
quantitative and the qualitative. They differ in how the research is conducted and how to view 
the observed phenomena.   

The quantitative, or traditional, approach has an objective view of the world. The 
researcher observes the world from the outside, registers events and measures it. By creating 
theories and hypotheses about it, and by testing it to see if it can be verified or falsified 
(Backman, 2008). This approach is common in the fields of natural and social sciences.  
Mathematical and statistical measurement techniques are used in the research process. 
Numerical observations that derive form tests, forms, questionnaires etcetera is data gathering 
techniques connected to the quantitative process (Backman, 2008). 

 In the qualitative research process the world is viewed as an individual and socio-cultural 
construction (Backman, 2008). Instead of trying to measure and observe the world from the 
outside the researcher is part of it and are focusing on the individual. How the individual is 
forming its reality, how it perceives it from its contextual and socio-cultural background. The 
result in qualitative research can derive from verbal statements, case studies or literature 
reviews, among others (Backman, 2008). 

4.2 Choice of method 
Quantitative methodology was used in this research paper. The user of the mobile phone is 
important for the research, by submitting data from their mobile phones, but they are not of 
interest to investigate from a socio-cultural background. The mobile phone is more of interest 
and can be seen as an individual entity that is influenced by its context. The view of them are 
objective, they are viewed as entities as part of a whole rather than individuals.  
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4.3 Choice of research questions 
The previous research that constitutes the foundation of the research questions in this paper is 
often of a quantitative nature, for example Carroll & Heiser, 2010, Miettinen & Nurminen, 
2010 and Yang et al., 2008. Investigating similar topics have required a quantitative approach 
in similar research papers. This has in turn influenced the research questions and data 
gathering process for this paper. 

As stated earlier, a lot of the previous research focuses on cloud computing to extend 
battery life of mobile phones, for example Miettinen & Nurminen, 2010. To increase the 
speed in executing tasks is considered important but not as important as battery capacity. The 
reason this research paper is focusing on speed rather than battery consumption is due to 
limitations in both time and knowledge as measuring battery consumption accurately is a 
rather daunting task (Carroll & Heiser, 2010).  

4.4 Data gathering  
Yang et al. used a mobile phone application to investigate if it was possible to efficiently 
offload application functions, using the cloud (Yang et al., 2008). This approach was also 
chosen in this research paper. The initial idea was to build a mobile phone application that 
executed a task locally on the mobile phone and then executing the same task using cloud 
computing. Both tasks would be timed and by comparing the result it would show which one 
that was the fastest. The reason to build an application and not to use other developers’ work 
was the lack of control, there would be a possibility that the tasks performed on the mobile 
phone and in the cloud would be different. The advantage in using a mobile phone application 
is that it can be shared with a vast number of people, basically with anyone who has the same 
type of mobile phone that the application runs on, hence making it possible to gather a great 
amount of data.  

4.4.1 Choosing target mobile phone devices and programming language 
As mentioned earlier there is a wide range of mobile phone manufacturers and devices. 
Different mobile phones run different operating systems that are programmed in different 
programming languages. Android based mobile phones uses the Android operating system 
and the applications are generally written in Java. Because Android based mobile phones are 
common and because there is a lot of documentation to help developers, the app was written 
in Java for Android mobile phones.  

4.4.2 Choosing tests 
The initial idea was to create one test that would constitute the application, but the final 
application conducted three different tests. The reason for using three tests was to get a better 
understanding if different tasks could be more or less suitable for cloud offloading.  

 Yang et al. used a text translation application to gather the results in their research (Yang et 
al., 2008). Miettinen & Nurminen used a various range of “workloads”, for example to 
convert PDF to text, HTML to text and GZIP ASCII (Miettinen & Nurminen, 2010). A 
common feature is that the tasks performed by the mobile phone are computational heavy, 
that they require a lot CPU and RAM to be executed. The idea is that computational heavy 
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tasks might be more suitable to offload to the cloud in comparison to light tasks that would 
not affect the mobile phones performance anyhow. 

 Different heavy computational tasks where investigated to find out which would suit the 
application. The first idea was to use Linpack benchmarking software that has been used to 
compare supercomputers (Linpack, 2012). The problem was that there were no way to change 
the parameters or workload to be tested and therefore the test was not included. Another idea 
was to use the Gauss–Legendre algorithm, an algorithm used to calculate the digits of π 
(Gauss–Legendre algorithm, 2012). The problem with this algorithm appeared when it was 
tested on an Android phone. The digits of π differed between Android devices, for example 
were π calculated as 0.8 instead of 3.14 on some devices. The problem was never solved and 
therefore the test was discarded. The third option was to calculate prime numbers within a 
certain range (Javadb.com, 2012). It was possible to change the range that the prime numbers 
should be calculated within, making it possible to increase or lessen the workload. The source 
code was easy to implement and generated correct results over various Android devices, and 
therefore the choice fell on this method. The range of numbers to find prime numbers within 
ranged from 0 to 10000.  

 The idea behind the second test was to use an integrated Java class because they generally 
are well coded, performs well, are stable, and should be available in every Java SDK from the 
version it was added. The java.util.Collections (docs.oracle.com, 2012) class was chosen and 
the idea was to use it to shuffle a list of 1500 words, and then sort them in alphabetical order. 
The list of words can be found in Appendix 1.  

 The third test was designed to replicate a typical task of a mobile phone to investigate its 
offloading possibilities. Because mobile phones usually are equipped with cameras the idea 
was to change the size of a photograph to a 75-pixel height and 100-pixel width and then 
rotate the picture 180 degrees. The picture used can be found in Appendix 2. 

 The three chosen tests were supposed to cover different areas. The first test to be 
computational heavy to perform, the second test to be fast and tightly integrated with the Java 
SDK and the third test that would be a typical task conducted on a mobile phone. Other tests 
were considered, for example sound editing, to use PDF to text as used in Miettinen & 
Nurminen or compressing files (Miettinen & Nurminen, 2010). But the limited amount of 
time was a constraining factor. Another idea was to use different scopes in the tests that were 
chosen, for example that the wordlist would constitute 500 words, then 1000 and so on. This 
idea would be worth exploring in future research.  

Another function was also added which measured the bandwidth of the mobile phone. The 
bandwidth is an important factor when communicating with the cloud servers and therefore it 
would be of interest to measure. 

4.4.3 Choosing cloud vendor 
There are many different cloud vendors to choose from, for example Amazon, Microsoft and 
Google. They are however a bit different in what they are offering and this affected the choice 
of cloud vendor. Amazon EC2 offer the possibility customize the cloud server in many ways, 
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for example by offering which operating systems and which software that should be included 
on the virtual server. The advantage of EC2 is that there is great possibility to build and 
customize the server, but it also requires some work to set it up. Microsoft Azure is more 
focused on which type of develop platform the customer wants. When choosing cloud vendor 
Azure only offered the possibility to develop applications in .net or PHP, Java was not 
included at the time. Google App Engine on the other hand did offer the possibility to create 
servlets in Java and it was also the only vendor that, to a certain extent, offered their service 
for free. Because the workload on the cloud servers was predicted to be relatively low and 
because Java servlets were used, the choice of cloud vendor fell on Google App Engine.  

4.4.3 Building the mobile phone application and cloud servlets 
To build the application Eclipse IDE was used because of its good support for Java 
development and easy integration with Android SDK and Google App Engine SDK. The 
build started out by developing the three tests and to execute them in a Java environment. 
When they were completed the timer class was developed to measure how many milliseconds 
each test took to execute, Appendix 3. 

 When the tests and timer class were completed, three servlets were developed and 
uploaded to Google App Engine as separate applications. When visiting a servlet with a web 
browser the test connected to it executed. For example if a user visits the prime number 
calculating servlet with a web browser the test executed and then reported how many prime 
numbers it found between 0-10000. The list sorting tests required a text file of words to be 
uploaded and then sorts and outputs the list in alphabetical order. The image transformation 
test required an image to be uploaded, which are transformed and returned. The source code 
for the servlets and interaction classes can be found in Appendix 4. When the servlets were 
working correctly on Google App Engine three Java classes was developed to interact with 
the servlets. Instead of uploading and receiving an image to the image transformation test at 
App Engine, the process was made automatically. The timer function was connected to the 
three interaction classes so that the time it took to carry out the task could be measured.  

 At this point the application executed all three tests locally on the computer and by 
executing them in the cloud. The timer function measured how many milliseconds each test 
took but the application did only work on computers as a Java program. Therefore the 
development of the Android application initiated to make it possible to execute all tests as part 
of a mobile phone application. Because the application already executed all tests 
automatically the application would only need to load, execute and upload the results, 
Appendix 5. When creating the application additional information and features were also 
added. The interface of the application is really straightforward. When starting the application 
a loading screen is displayed while the text list and other features are loaded into the memory 
of the mobile phone. When this is done a start and an exit button are displayed. The start 
button executes the tests and displays the progress of which test is being executed. The exit 
button quits the application. To measure the bandwidth ratio the phone connection type was 
registered and a class that uploads and downloads the image in the Assets folder was created. 
The upload/download class uploaded an image to a Google App Engine servlet and then 
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downloaded it to the phone. The process of uploading and downloading the image is timed 
and the kilobyte per second ratio is calculated. Other information that could be of interest for 
the research was also gathered. The version of the operating system, the phone model, the 
network connection was saved in addition with a unique phone identification number. The 
idea of the identification number was that if a mobile phone would run the tests more than 
once it would be noticed. No information about the phone’s owner was saved, as it was not of 
interest for this research.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Figure 3. Screenshots from the start screen and from the execution of the application. 

The application worked properly but in case something went wrong eventual error messages 
was saved. In addition, a control test was included which would make sure that the three tests 
got the right results, for example when the 1500 words were sorted in alphabetical order the 
number hundred word had to be the correct one. To increase the security of the servlets and 
prohibit the possibility to send false results, numerical keys were generated and were required 
to execute the tests on Google App Engine. Every time the application runs it sends a 
password to the servlet, allowing it to be used. Finally the results from the tests, the 
information about phone model etcetera were uploaded and saved in a database at Google 
App Engine.  

Figure 4. The test results saved in Google App Engine. 
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To keep the servlets ready for incoming traffic automatically executed tasks, cron jobs, were 
created as part of the servlets to keep them active. The mobile phone application was then 
signed and uploaded to a server where it could be downloaded by anyone who was interested. 
A minor bug was discovered when trying to install the application on some Android devices. 
Therefore a second version was developed where the problem was fixed. 

4.4.4. Application walkthrough 
The following steps constitutes the application:  

 

1. The application icon is pressed on the mobile phone. 

 

 

 

 

2. The loading screen is shown. 

a) The application gathers the mobile phone information. 

b) The application gets the text file from the Assets 
folder and loads it into memory.  

c) The application gets the image file from the Assets 
folder and loads it into memory. 

 

 

3. The start and exit button is shown which gives the 
possibility to start the tests or exit the application. 
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4. If the start button is pressed a progress bar is shown. 

a) The data saver class is initiated and the mobile phone information is saved in it. 

b) The download and upload class are initiated and the download/upload ratio of the mobile 
phone is saved in the data saver class. In addition, eventual error messages are saved which is 
also done for the following steps. 

c) The timer class is started and the local prime number calculation test is executed. When 
finished, the result is saved. 

d) The cloud based prime number test is executed, timed and saved.  

 

e) The local list sorter test is executed, timed and saved. 

f) The cloud based list sorter test is executed, timed and saved. 

g) The local image transformation test is executed, timed and saved. 

h) The cloud based image transformation test is executed, timed and saved. 

i) All data are now gathered and are sent to Google App Engine. 
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5. The start and exit button are once again showed. 

 

 

 

 

 

4.4.5 Distributing the application  
A website was built where the application and source code could be downloaded, 
http://www8.informatik.umu.se/~frih0606/. To shorten and simplify the address Bit.ly was 
used to generate an alternative link, http://bit.ly/HFJrTd. The site was monitored by Google 
Analytics to follow the traffic of the webpage and the site was added to Google’s search index 
so that it would show up in search results. 

The application was initially spread to a few persons that could try out the application, give 
feedback about how the application was working and report eventual error messages that they 
would encounter. When no errors where encountered the application was posted on Facebook 
to spread it to relatives and friends. After the Facebook launch it was spread to different 
Android developers forum like Swedroid.se, Androidforums.com, Anddev.org and 
Android.net to get as many as possible to use the application. Google Play was not used to 
distribute the application due to the process and cost of getting it approved. In addition to the 
application some instructions were posted to clarify the use of it. Users were asked to install 
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the app and use it during various conditions, while being outside or performing other tasks 
simultaneously.  

4.5 Data processing 
When the data gathering process was completed, the data was copied from Google App 
Engine to a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. In Excel a problem was encountered with the data. 
The data about the phone details were all saved in one row separated by a “&” character, for 
example: PhoneModel: GT-I9100&FingerPrint: 00000000-4dce-ca68-132e-e72d028f7af5 
&SDK: 15 &Connection: Phone: 0. To divide the data different labels like “PhoneModel” 
was replaced by a unique character. A small Java program was then written to separate the 
data, Appendix 7. The data was then once again added to the Excel spreadsheet but as 
separated columns, Appendix 8. 

The data was divided in the following columns, ordered alphabetically: 

- Date – A timestamp when the application was executed. 
- ErrorMessage - Eventual error messages reported during application execution. 
- Fingerprint - A unique id for every mobile phone that has executed the application.  
- ImageTransformCloudResult - The time in milliseconds it took to execute the cloud 

based image transformation test. 
- ImageTransformLocalResult - The time in milliseconds it took to execute the local 

based image transformation test. 
- ListSorterCloud - The time in milliseconds it took to execute the cloud based list-

sorting test. 
- ListSorterLocal - The time in milliseconds it took to execute the local based list-

sorting test. 
- NetworkConnection - The mobile phones data connection. Can be presented in four 

different states.  
o Phone0 – The mobile phone is connected to a GPRS or a 3G network. 
o WIFI1 – The mobile phone is connected to a WLAN connection.  
o NetworkError1: Network == null? – The network state could not be read.  
o NetworkError2: Some other connection? – The network connection could not 

be identified. 
- PhoneModel - The mobile phone model, for example HTC Desire. 
- PrimeCalcCloudResult - The time in milliseconds it took to execute the cloud based 

prime number calculation test. 
- PrimeCalcLocalResult - The time in milliseconds it took to execute the local based 

prime number calculation test. 
- SDK – The Android operating system version, for example 9. 
- speedDownload -  The Download ratio measured in KB/s. 
- speedUpload – The Upload ratio measured in KB/s. 
- testData – Controls that the results from the cloud tests is equal to the results from the 

local based tests. If something goes wrong with a test, making the result corrupted, it 
is shown in this column.  
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4.6 Statistical methods 
Minitab 15 was used as statistical software because of previous knowledge in using the 
software. The statistical tests were divided into two parts, the first to answer the main research 
question and the second to answer the first sub question.  

4.6.1 Statistical method for comparing the test results 
To answer the main research question the data from the three local based tests were compared 
to the data of the three cloud based tests. Because there are only two groups and because the 
data is matched, two different tests were considered, the paired T-test and Wilcoxon signed-
rank test. To use the paired T-test the sample needs to be normal distributed or big enough to 
approximate normal distribution by the central limit theorem, n > 30 (Anderson, Sweeney, 
Williams, Freeman, Shosmith, 2009). If the sample is small, an estimation of the normal 
distribution cannot be done. In that case the Wilcoxon signed-rank test can be used instead of 
the paired T-test (Moore, McCabe, Alwan, Craig, Duckworth, 2009). The research question 
was transformed into a null and alternative hypothesis: 

H0: The is no difference between the test results, µ = µ0 

Ha: The execution time of the local tests is slower than the execution time of the cloud tests. µ 
< µ0 

Though the cloud tests might have been faster than the local tests, it might be that they 
actually have been slower. Therefore an additional alternative hypothesis was tested where: 

Ha: The execution time of the cloud tests is slower than the execution time of the local tests. µ 
< µ0 

The statistical formula for the paired T-test is:  

 

 

 

The statistical formula for the Wilcoxon signed-rank test is: 

 

 

 

The level of significance is set to 95%, α = 0,05. The P-value will be used to determine if the 
null hypotheses can be discarded by being lower than the significance level, P < α.  
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4.6.2 Statistical method for comparing download and upload ratio to the cloud 
based test results 
To investigate if the download/upload ratio affects the cloud based test data, multiple linear 
regression was used.  

y = β0 + β1x1 + β2x2 + … + βpxp + ε 

Y represents the cloud test as it is presumed that the download and upload ratio affects it. X1 
represents the download ratio and X2 represents the upload ratio. The hypothesis states: 

H0: Neither of the variables are related to y, β1 = β2 

Ha: At least one of β1 or β2 is related to y, β1 ≠ β2   

Second-order models with predictor values might be used, for example to smoothen residual 
vs. fitted value plots (Anderson et al., 2009). Tests where outliers have been removed from 
the equation will also be performed to see how it affects the results. The level of significance 
is set to 95%, α = 0,05. The P-value will be used to determine if the null hypotheses can be 
discarded by being lower than the significance level, P < α. 

4.6.3 Statistical method for comparing phone performance to the local based 
test results 
To test if phone performance affects the local based test results simple linear regression was 
used.  

y = β0 + β1x1 + ε 

It is presumed that the time it takes to perform the local tests are affected by the mobile 
phones performance. Y represents the local test results and X1 the mobile phone performance. 
The hypothesis is: 

H0: The variable is not related to y, β1 = 0 

Ha: The variable is related to y, β1 ≠ 0   

Second-order models will also be used here if necessary. The level of significance is set to 
95%, α = 0,05. The P-value will be used to determine if the null hypotheses can be discarded 
by being lower than the significance level, P < α. 

 Determining phone performance is a rather daunting task. For example is CPU one factor, 
but as processors today might have multiple cores, different clock speeds, the value can be 
hard to interpret. Therefore the benchmark vendor Passmark Software’s data was used as they 
have done extensive benchmarks over a wide range of Android phones (Passmark, 2012). The 
ratio is based on the mobile phone’s overall performance and is therefore better to use in 
comparison to only use CPU performance. Each phone model is given a value depending on 
its performance and this value represents the X-value in the linear regression formula.  
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5. Result 
During the fourth of April till the eleventh of May the mobile phone application ran a total of 
56 times, n=56. 28 different mobile phones were used where 15 different Android models was 
present, Appendix 8.  

5.1 Comparing the cloud-based and local based test results 
The first series of tests investigated if the cloud-based tests were executed faster than the local 
based tests. As previously mentioned there where a total of three tests. Every test were run 
twice on the mobile phone, by using cloud computing and by not using it. The Minitab output 
showed the following result for the three tests: 

Figure 5. The image transformation test results. 

Figure 6. The list sorting test results. 
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Figure 7. The prime calculation test results. 

Because the P-value, 1.0, was greater than the level of significance, 0.05, the null hypothesis 
was not discarded. The cloud-based tests were not faster than the local tests. Therefore the 
second hypothesis was tested to see if the local tests were faster than the cloud tests. The 
Minitab output showed: 

Figure 8. The image transformation test results. 
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Figure 9. The list sorting test results. 

Figure 10. The prime calculation test results. 

In this case the null hypothesis was discarded as the p-value, 0.0, was lower than the level of 
significance, 0.05, for all three tests. This proves that the local based tests were executed 
faster than the cloud-based ones. Using cloud computing to offload functions similar to the 
ones used in the tests are therefore not beneficial under these circumstances. It is proven that 
the mobile phone executes these functions faster.    

5.2 The cloud based tests results relationship with download and 
upload ratio 
Three multiple linear regression tests were conducted, one for every cloud-based test, to 
investigate the possible correlation between cloud-based test execution time and  
download/upload ratio. The test results are based on the download and upload ratio only. No 
second-order models or outlier removal were used. The same method has been applied to all 
three tests. The diagrams were used to draw conclusions about how the data is distributed 
around the regression line. If there was a possibility to draw any conclusions, the Minitab 
output was used to confirm or falsify the relationship. Minitab showed the following for the 
three tests:  
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Figure 11. Residual plot for image transformation cloud test and upload-, download 
ratio. 
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Figure 12. Minitab output for image transformation cloud test and upload-, download 
ratio. 
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Figure 13. Residual plot for list sort cloud test and upload-, download ratio. 
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Figure 14. Minitab output for list sort cloud test and upload-, download ratio. 
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Figure 15. Residual plot for prime calculation cloud test, upload-, download ratio. 
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Figure 16. Minitab output for prime calculation cloud test, upload-, download ratio. 

The versus fits graph in all three tests were unevenly distributed which made it impossible to 
draw any conclusions about the Minitab results. Therefore it was not possible to draw any 
statistical conclusions about any correlation between the cloud-based test and the 
download/upload ratio. 

5.3 Local based test results relation to mobile phone performance 
Three simple linear regression tests were conducted, one for every local based test. The local 
based test results were matched with Passmark’s benchmark data to investigate if there is a 
correlation between the two factors (Passmark, 2012). No second-order models or outlier 
removal was used. The same method was applied to all three tests. The graphs were used to 
evaluate the fit of the data to determine if the Minitab output could be used to draw any 
conclusions about the possible relationship. 
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Figure 17. Residual plot for image transform local test and mobile phone performance. 
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Figure 18. Minitab output for image transformation local test and mobile phone 
performance. 
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Figure 19. Residual plot for list sort local test and mobile phone performance. 
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Figure 20. Minitab output for list sort local test and mobile phone performance. 
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Figure 21. Residual plot for prime calculation local test and mobile phone performance. 
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Figure 22. Minitab output for prime calculation local test and mobile phone 
performance. 

The same versus fits graph problem was present during theses three tests. Because of the 
uneven distribution it was not possible to draw any statistical conclusions from the Minitab 
output.  
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6. Discussion  
The test results showed that it is not faster to use the cloud to offload mobile phone 
application functions like the ones used in these tests. On the contrary, the local tests were all 
executed faster. The first alternative hypothesis, “Ha: The execution time of the local tests is 
slower than the execution time of the cloud tests. µ < µ0”, were false. But when restating the 
alternative hypothesis, “Ha: The execution time of the cloud tests is slower than the execution 
time of the local tests. µ < µ0”, it turned out to be true.  

The answer to the main research question, “Can cloud computing be used in mobile phone 
applications to execute functions faster in comparison to mobile phone applications that do 
not use cloud computing?”, is: No. With these mobile phone functions, settings and 
circumstances it is not beneficial to offload to the cloud. It is faster to solely let the mobile 
phone execute this type of functions. 

 But the tests only represent a certain aspect of possible tasks that could be offloaded to the 
cloud. For example, the tests did not include extremely large computations where the capacity 
of mobile phones would be vastly insufficient. The tests were designed so mobile phones 
could execute them. For example, a wordlist with 1500 words were used instead of one with 
15000000. One factor is the size of the task; if the task is big enough it will eventually 
become beneficial to offload to the cloud. The tests in this thesis did not perform these 
extreme tasks. The performed tasks could be considered “normal” in the sense that they could 
be executed by a mobile phone. One interesting topic for further research would be to 
investigate when it is beneficial to only use the cloud. 

 Another important factor to considerate is the cloud servers and cloud vendor. In this case 
Google App Engine was used but as previously explained, it is not the only cloud vendor out 
there. Different cloud vendors offer different types of services with different capacity. The 
one used in this research is not the fastest and does not have the greatest bandwidth or 
response time, and this affects the execution time of the cloud tests. The outcome of the tests 
might have been different if another cloud vendor would have been used. It would be 
interesting to compare cloud vendors to see if the results would differ between them.   

 Another factor is the application source code. The source code is the same for the cloud 
and the local tests, but even though it is the same it is not optimal. For example does neither 
test use multi-threading, which would probably have been considered in a better-built 
application. The outcome of the tests could therefore have been different if concurrency had 
been used. 

 But, if the tests are the ones used in this research paper, the cloud vendor is Google App 
Engine and the mobile phone models are the ones found in Appendix 7, then the answer to the 
main research question is no.  

6.1 Upload/download ratio effect on the cloud test results 
No statistical conclusions could be made out of the statistical results. The problem is the 
versus fits graph which shows that the variability in the residuals seem to increase as the 
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values increases, figure 13. Because of this we cannot justify any statistical conclusions about 
the results (Anderson et al., 2009). The formula was transformed using squared values and by 
adding up the values as an attempt to even out the plot, but without success. A possible 
solution, which was not tested, would be to use logarithmic values (Anderson et al., 2009). 

 As the statistical results could not be used to draw any conclusions, my personal opinion is 
that the cloud tests are affected by the bandwidth ratio. The timer function starts before the 
connection to the cloud servers are established and stops when all data is transferred back. For 
example, a 1000 KB images would take longer time to download if the connection only 
allowed 30 kb/s download ratio in comparison to 300 kb/s. This example does also apply for 
the cloud tests in this research paper.  

6.2 Phone performance effect on the local test results 
No statistical conclusions could be drawn from this statistical result either. The increasing 
residual problem is again present. The coefficient of determination, R-sq, is also very low. R-
sq determines how many percent of the variability in the observation can be explained by the 
linear relationship (Anderson et al., 2009). If this number is low then the result only explains a 
small portion of the observations.  

My opinion is that the local test results most probably are affected by the mobile phones’ 
performance. The tests are all computation intensive tasks and should therefore be affected by 
the mobile phone’s CPU and RAM. CPU and RAM values are both part of the Passmark’s 
benchmark test and should therefore affect the value of the local based tests. A weakness with 
the Passmark values is that it is not completely clear what the values represent which makes 
the statistical results even more unpredictable.  

6.3 Answering the sub questions 
To sum up the two previous sections, there were no statistical conclusions to be drawn about 
the upload/download ratio effect on the cloud test results or the Passmark benchmark effect 
on the local test results. Therefore the following statements are only based on personal 
opinions and reflections.  

6.3.1 Comparison of fast and slow mobile phones with fast or slow network 
connection 
The first sub question stated: “Do mobile phones with slow computational capabilities and 
good Internet connection benefit by using cloud computing based mobile phone applications, 
in terms of improved execution time, in comparison to mobile phones with great 
computational capabilities and slow Internet connection?”.  

In theory mobile phones that could be considered slow, or old, would be more suitable for 
offloading functions to the cloud. Computation heavy tasks would take long to execute 
because of insufficient hardware. If the network connection were good, fast, then it would be 
quick to transfer data to the cloud servers, where it would be processed. On the other hand 
there are fast mobile phones with slow network connection. In this case the mobile phone can 
more easily carry out computational heavy tasks. Transferring the task to the cloud servers 
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would take longer time because of the slow network connection. Therefore fast phones with a 
bad connection would be less suitable for cloud offloading. This relationship is visualized in 
figure 23. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 23. Suitability for cloud offloading. 

It all depends on factors like computational task, mobile phone type and network connection. 
At some point the tasks are too big for the mobile phone to execute. If the mobile phone is 
slow or fast, and depending on slow or fast network connection, it will be more or less 
suitable to offload to the cloud. 

6.3.2 Suitable functions for cloud offloading 
The second sub question stated: “Which features of mobile phone applications would benefit 
to use cloud computing to improve the execution time of mobile phones?”.  

As previously mentioned, computational heavy tasks could benefit from cloud offloading. 
The test results showed that “normal” or everyday tasks are most probably not worth 
offloading as the mobile phone has sufficient computation capacity to carry out the tasks. A 
concrete example that could be suitable for offloading is video editing. To add video effects 
or convert video to various formats are computational heavy tasks even for hi-performance 
stationary computers. Therefore, it is not a very suitable task for mobile phones and cloud 
offloading could be a possible solution.  

 On the contrary are small, easy computational tasks not beneficial to offload to the cloud. 
It takes longer time to transfer the task to the cloud servers in comparison to execute the task 
on the mobile phone. 
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6.3.3 Other advantages and disadvantages of using the cloud in mobile phone 
applications 
The third sub question stated: “What are the other possible advantages and disadvantages of 
using cloud computing in mobile phone applications?”. 

Execution time and battery life extension are not the only possible advantages with cloud 
computing. Backup of pictures and contact information is one advantage of the cloud. The 
possibility to share files with other devices are another. A disadvantage is that third-party 
organizations might be able to access the files, as they are stored on their servers. Cloud 
server uptime is another concern. If a mobile phone application relies on cloud computing to 
work, and the cloud servers are down for maintenance, then the application will be useless.  

 Cloud computing brings a lot of opportunities. All new technology has side- effects and 
drawbacks. Today there are already quite many mobile phone applications that use cloud 
computing to some extent and there is nothing that point to a decline in this trend. Therefore I 
believe that cloud computing will become even more integrated with mobile phones in the 
future. 
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Appendix 1 – Word list 
12345 abc123 password computer 123456 tigger 1234 a1b2c3 qwerty 123 
xxx money test carmen mickey secret summer internet service  
canada hello ranger shadow baseball donald harley hockey letmein maggie 
mike mustang snoopy buster dragon jordan michael michelle mindy patrick 
123abc andrew bear calvin changeme diamond fuckme fuckyou matthew miller 
ou812 tiger trustno1 12345678 alex apple avalon brandy chelsea coffee 
dave falcon freedom gandalf golf green helpme linda magic merlin 
molson newyork soccer thomas wizard Monday asdfgh bandit batman boris 
butthead dorothy eeyore fishing football george happy iloveyou jennifer jonathan 
love marina master missy monday monkey natasha ncc1701 newpass pamela 
pepper piglet poohbear pookie rabbit rachel rocket rose smile sparky 
spring steven success sunshine thx1138 victoria whatever zapata 1 8675309 
Internet amanda andy angel august barney biteme boomer brian casey 
coke cowboy delta doctor fisher foobar island john joshua karen 
marley orange please rascal richard sarah scooter shalom silver skippy 
stanley taylor welcome zephyr 111111 1928 aaaaaa abc access albert 
alexander andrea anna anthony asdfjkl; ashley basf basketball beavis black 
bob booboo bradley brandon buddy caitlin camaro charlie chicken chris 
cindy cricket dakota dallas daniel david debbie dolphin elephant emily 
fish fred friend fucker ginger goodluck hammer heather help iceman 
jason jessica jesus joseph jupiter justin kevin knight lacrosse lakers 
lizard madison mary mother muffin murphy ncc1701d newuser nirvana none 
paris pat pentium phoenix picture rainbow sandy saturn scott shannon 
shithead skeeter sophie special stephanie stephen steve sweetie teacher tennis 
test123 tommy topgun tristan wally william wilson 1q2w3e 654321 666666 
777 a12345 a1b2c3d4 alpha amber angela angie archie asdf blazer 
bond007 booger charles christin claire control danny david1 dennis digital 
disney dog duck duke edward elvis felix flipper floyd franklin 
frodo guest honda horses hunter indigo info james jasper jeremy 
joe julian kelsey killer kingfish lauren marie maryjane matrix maverick 
mayday mercury micro mitchell morgan mountain niners nothing oliver peace 
peanut pearljam phantom popcorn princess psycho pumpkin purple randy rebecca 
reddog robert rocky roses salmon sam samson sharon sierra smokey 
startrek steelers stimpy sunflower superman support sydney techno telecom test1 
walter willie willow winner ziggy zxcvbnm 7777 OU812 a absolut 
alaska alexis alice animal apples babylon5 backup barbara benjamin bill 
billy bird33 blue bluebird bobby bonnie bubba camera chocolate clark 
claudia cocacola compton connect cookie cruise deliver douglas dreamer dreams 
duckie eagles eddie einstein enter explorer faith family ferrari fire 
flamingo flip flower foxtrot francis freddy friday froggy galileo giants 
gizmo global goofy gopher hansolo happy1 hendrix henry herman homer 
honey house houston iguana indiana insane inside irish ironman jake 
jane jasmin jeanne jerry jim joey justice katherine kermit kitty 
koala larry leslie logan lucky mark martin matt minnie misty 
mitch mom mouse nancy nascar nelson netware pantera parker passwd 
penguin peter phil phish piano pizza porsche911 prince punkin pyramid 
rain raymond red robin roger rosebud route66 royal running sadie 
sasha security sergei sheena sheila skiing snapple snowball sparrow spencer 
spike star stealth student sun sunny sylvia tamara taurus tech 
teresa theresa thunderbird tigers tony toyota training travel truck tuesday 
victory video viper1 volvo wesley whisky winnie winter wolves xyz123 
zorro !@#$% 007 123123 1234567 1969 5683 696969 888888 Anthony 
Bond007 Friday Hendrix Joshua Matthew October Taurus Tigger aaa aaron 
abby abcdef adidas adrian alexandr alfred arthur athena austin awesome 
badger bamboo beagle bears beatles beautiful beaver benny bigmac bingo 
bitch blonde boogie boston brenda bright bubba1 bubbles buffy button 
buttons cactus candy captain carlos caroline carrie casper catalog catch22 
challenge chance charity charlotte cheese cheryl chloe chris1 clancy clipper 
coltrane compaq conrad cooper cooter copper cosmos cougar cracker crawford 
crystal curtis cyclone cyrano dan dance dawn dean deutsch diablo 
dilbert dollars dookie doom dumbass dundee e-mail elizabeth eric europe 
export farmer firebird fletcher fluffy ford fountain fox france freak1 
friends frog fuckoff gabriel gabriell galaxy gambit garden garfield garlic 
garnet genesis genius godzilla goforit golfer goober grace grateful greenday 
groovy grover guitar hacker harry hazel hector herbert hoops horizon 
hornet howard icecream imagine impala informix jack janice jasmine jason1 
jeanette jeffrey jenifer jenni jesus1 jewels joker julie julie1 junior 
justin1 kathleen keith kelly kelly1 kennedy kevin1 knicks lady larry1 
ledzep lee leonard lestat library lincoln lionking london louise lucky1 
lucy maddog mailman majordomo mantra margaret mariposa market marlboro martin1 
marty master1 mazda1 mensuck mercedes metal metallic midori mikey millie 
mirage mmm molly monet money1 monica monopoly mookie moose moroni 
music naomi nathan ncc1701e nesbitt news nguyen nicholas nicole nimrod 
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october olive olivia one online open oscar oxford pacific painter 
peaches penelope pepsi pete petunia philip phoenix1 photo pickle player 
poiuyt porsche porter ppp puppy python quality quest raquel raven 
remember republic research robbie robert1 roman rugby runner russell ryan 
sailing sailor samantha savage sbdc scarlett school sean seven shadow1 
sheba shelby shit shoes simba simple skipper smiley snake snickers 
sniper snoopdog snowman sonic spitfire sprite spunky starwars station stella 
stingray storm stormy stupid sumuinen sunny1 sunrise supra surfer susan 
tammy tango tanya tara teddy1 temp testing theboss theking thumper 
tina tintin tomcat trebor trek trevor tweety unicorn valentine valerie 
vanilla veronica victor vincent viper warrior warriors weasel wheels wilbur 
winston wisdom wombat xanadu xavier xxxx yellow zaphod zeppelin zeus 
!@#$%^ !@#$%^&* * 0007 1022 10sne1 1111 1212 1911 1948 
1973 1978 1996 1p2o3i 2000 2222 3bears 5252 Andrew Broadway 
Champs Family Fisher Friends Jeanne Killer Knight Master Michael Michelle 
Pentium Pepper Raistlin Sierra Snoopy Tennis Tuesday abacab abcd abcd1234 
abcdefg abigail account ace acropolis adam adi alex1 alice1 allison 
alpine amy anders andre1 andrea1 angel1 anita annette antares apache 
apollo aragorn arizona arnold arsenal asdfasdf asdfg asdfghjk avenger avenir 
baby babydoll bach bailey banana barry basil basket bass batman1 
beaner beast beatrice beer bella ben bertha bigben bigdog biggles 
bigman binky biology bishop bliss blondie blowfish bluefish bmw bobcat 
bosco boss braves brazil bridges bruce bruno brutus buck buffalo 
bugsy bull bulldog bullet bullshit bunny business butch butler butter 
california cannondale canon carebear carol carol1 carole cassie castle catalina 
catherine catnip cccccc celine center champion chanel chaos chelsea1 chester1 
chicago chico chip christian christy church cinder civil colleen colorado 
columbia commander connie content cook cookies cooking cordelia corona cowboys 
coyote crack1 craig creative crow cuddles cuervo cutie cyber daddy 
daisie daisy daniel1 danielle dark1 database davids deadhead death denali 
denis depeche derek design destiny diana diane dickens dickhead digger 
dodger don donna dougie draft dragonfly dylan eagle eclipse electric 
emerald emmitt entropy etoile excalibur express farout farside feedback fender 
fidel fiona fireman firenze fish1 flash fletch florida flowers fool 
foster fozzie francesco francine francois frank french fuckface fun gargoyle 
gasman gemini general gerald germany gilbert goaway gold golden goldfish 
goose gordon graham grant graphic gregory gretchen gunner hal9000 hannah 
harold harrison harvey hawkeye heaven heidi helen helena hell herzog 
hithere hobbit huey ibanez idontknow image integra intern intrepid ireland 
irene isaac isabel jackie jackson jaguar jamaica japan jeff jenny1 
jessie jethrotull jkl123 joel johan johanna1 johnny joker1 jordan23 judith 
julia jumanji jussi kangaroo karen1 kathy keepout keith1 kenneth kidder 
kim kimberly king kingdom kirk kitkat kramer kris kristen lambda 
laura laurie law lawrence lawyer legend leon liberty light lindsay 
lindsey lisa liverpool logical lola lonely lorrie louis lovely loveme 
lucas m madonna mail major malcolm malibu marathon marcel maria1 
mariah mariah1 marilyn mariner mario mark1 marvin maurice max maxine 
maxwell me media meggie melanie melissa melody merlot mexico michael1 
michele midnight midway mike1 miki mine miracle misha mishka mmouse 
molly1 monique montreal moocow moon moore mopar morris mort mortimer 
mouse1 mulder nautica nellie nermal new newton nicarao nick nina 
nirvana1 nissan norman notebook ocean olivier ollie olsen opera opus 
oranges oregon orion overkill pacers packer panda pandora panther passion 
patricia pearl peewee pencil penny people percy person peter1 petey 
picard picasso pierre pinkfloyd pit plus polar polaris police polo 
pookie1 poppy power predator preston primus prometheus public q1w2e3 queen 
queenie quentin radio ralph random rangers raptor rastafarian reality redrum 
remote reptile reynolds rhonda ricardo ricardo1 ricky river roadrunner rob 
robinhood robotech rocknroll rocky1 rodeo rolex ronald rouge roxy roy 
ruby ruthie sabrina sakura salasana sally sampson samuel sandra santa 
sapphire scarecrow scarlet scorpio scott1 scottie scout scruffy scuba1 seattle 
serena sergey shanti shark shogun simon singer skibum skull skunk 
skywalker slacker smashing smiles snowflake snowski snuffy soccer1 soleil sonny 
sound spanky speedy spider spooky stacey star69 start starter steven1 
sting1 stinky strawberry stuart sugar sunbird sundance superfly suzanne suzuki 
swimmer swimming system taffy tarzan tbird teddy teddybear teflon temporal 
terminal terry the theatre thejudge thunder thursday time tinker toby 
today tokyo tootsie tornado tracy tree tricia trident trojan trout 
truman trumpet tucker turtle tyler utopia vader val valhalla visa 
voyager warcraft warlock warren water wayne wendy williams willy win95 
windsurf winona wolf wolf1 woody woofwoof wrangler wright www xcountry 
xfiles xxxxxx y yankees yoda yukon yvonne zebra zenith zigzag 
zombie zxc123 zxcvb zzz 000000 007007 11111 11111111 1213 1214 
1225 123321 1313 1316 1332 1412 1430 171717 1818 181818 
1950 1952 1953 1955 1956 1960 1964 1975 1977 1991 
1a2b3c 1chris 1kitty 1qw23e 2001 2020 2112 22 2200 2252 
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2kids 3010 3112 3141 333 3533 4055 4444 4788 4854 
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Appendix 2 – The image  
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Appendix 3 – Tests and timer source code 

PrimeClacLocal.java 
package com.primecalc; 
 
import com.timer.Timer; 
 
public class PrimeCalcLocal { 
     
    private final int UPPER_LIMIT = 10000; 
    private int primeNumberCounter = 0; 
    private long time; 
     
    public void calculatePrimeNumbers() { 
        int i = 0;         
  new Timer(); 
  Timer.reset(); 
  Timer.start(); 
   
        while (++i <= this.UPPER_LIMIT) { 
 
            int i1 = (int) Math.ceil(Math.sqrt(i)); 
 
            boolean isPrimeNumber = false; 
 
            while (i1 > 1) { 
 
                if ((i != i1) && (i % i1 == 0)) { 
                    isPrimeNumber = false; 
                    break; 
                } else if (!isPrimeNumber) { 
                    isPrimeNumber = true; 
                } 
 
                --i1; 
            } 
 
            if (isPrimeNumber) { 
                //System.out.println(i); 
                ++this.primeNumberCounter; 
            } 
        } 
  Timer.stop(); 
  this.time = Timer.result(); 
    } 
 
    public String returnNumber() { 
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  return this.primeNumberCounter + ""; 
    } 
     
 public long returnTime() { 
  return this.time; 
 }     
} 
 

ListSorterLocal.java 
package com.listsorter; 
 
import java.util.Collections; 
import java.util.List; 
 
import com.timer.Timer; 
 
public class ListSorterLocal { 
  
 private long time; 
 private String errorMessage; 
  
 //  public void listSorter(List<String> wordList) { 
 public String listSorter(List<String> wordList) { 
  if(wordList.isEmpty() == false) { 
   Collections.shuffle(wordList); 
   new Timer(); 
   Timer.reset(); 
   Timer.start(); 
   Collections.sort(wordList); 
   Timer.stop(); 
   this.time = Timer.result(); 
    
   // 
   return wordList.get(500) + "" + wordList.get(501); 
  } else { 
   this.errorMessage = "ListSorterLocal.listSorter(): 
inputError";  
   this.time = -1; 
   return "ListSorterLocal Error"; 
  } 
 } 
  
 public String errorMessage() { 
  return this.errorMessage; 
 } 
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 public long returnTime() { 
  return this.time; 
 } 
} 

ImageTransformLocal.java 
package com.image; 
 
import java.io.File; 
import java.io.FileOutputStream; 
import java.io.InputStream; 
 
import android.graphics.Bitmap; 
import android.graphics.BitmapFactory; 
import android.graphics.Matrix; 
 
import com.timer.Timer; 
 
public class ImageTransformLocal { 
       private long time; 
       private String errorMessage; 
 
       // void 
       public String localImageSizeFlip(InputStream is, File 
tempSaveImage1) { 
         
        new Timer(); 
        Timer.reset(); 
           Timer.start();     
 
           Bitmap resizedBitmap = null; 
           try {  
            Bitmap bMap = BitmapFactory.decodeStream(is); 
             
            float scaleWidth = ((float) 100) / bMap.getWidth(); 
               float scaleHeight = ((float) 75) / bMap.getHeight(); 
             
            Matrix matrix = new Matrix(); 
 
            matrix.postScale(scaleWidth, scaleHeight); 
            matrix.postRotate(180); 
                         
            resizedBitmap = Bitmap.createBitmap(bMap, 0, 0, 
bMap.getWidth(), bMap.getHeight(), matrix, true); 
 
            FileOutputStream out = new 
FileOutputStream(tempSaveImage1); 
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            resizedBitmap.compress(Bitmap.CompressFormat.PNG, 100, 
out); 
             
               } catch (Exception e) { 
                   this.time = -1; 
                   this.errorMessage = 
"LocalImageSizeFlip.localImageSizeFlip(): " + e; 
               } 
                
           Timer.stop(); 
           this.time = Timer.result(); 
           return resizedBitmap.getHeight() + "" + 
resizedBitmap.getWidth() + ""; 
 
       } 
 
       public String errorMessage() { 
               return this.errorMessage; 
       } 
 
       public long returnTime() { 
               return this.time; 
       } 
} 

DownloadUploadSpeed.java 
package com.downloaduploadspeed; 
 
import java.io.BufferedInputStream; 
import java.io.BufferedReader; 
import java.io.File; 
import java.io.FileOutputStream; 
import java.io.IOException; 
import java.io.InputStreamReader; 
import java.net.MalformedURLException; 
 
import java.net.URL; 
 
import org.apache.http.client.HttpClient; 
import org.apache.http.client.methods.HttpPost; 
import org.apache.http.entity.mime.MultipartEntity; 
import org.apache.http.entity.mime.content.FileBody; 
import org.apache.http.impl.client.DefaultHttpClient; 
 
import com.timer.Timer; 
 
public class DownloadUploadSpeed { 
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 private String errorMessage = ""; 
  
 public float downloadUrl(File downloadTempFile, String urlString) 
{ 
   
  if(downloadTempFile.exists() == true) { 
   BufferedInputStream in = null; 
         FileOutputStream fout = null; 
          
         new Timer(); 
         Timer.reset();         
         Timer.start(); 
         try { 
             in = new BufferedInputStream(new 
URL(urlString).openStream()); 
             fout = new FileOutputStream(downloadTempFile); 
  
             byte data[] = new byte[1024]; 
             int count; 
             while ((count = in.read(data, 0, 1024)) != -1) { 
              fout.write(data, 0, count); 
             } 
             if (in != null) { 
                 in.close(); 
                 if (fout != null) { 
                  fout.close(); 
                 }   
             }           
   } catch(MalformedURLException e) { 
    this.errorMessage = "DownloadUploadSpeed.downloadUrl(): " + 
e; 
   } catch(IOException e) { 
    this.errorMessage = "DownloadUploadSpeed.downloadUrl(): " + 
e; 
   } 
       
      Timer.stop(); 
      return (downloadTempFile.length()/(Timer.result())); 
  } else { 
   this.errorMessage = "DownloadUploadSpeed.downloadUrl(): 
inputError"; 
   return -1; 
  } 
 } 
  
 public float uploadUrl(File filen, String urlString) { 
  if(filen.exists() == true) { 
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         HttpClient httpclient = new DefaultHttpClient(); 
         new Timer(); 
         Timer.reset(); 
         try { 
       URL url = new URL(urlString); 
  
       BufferedReader in = new BufferedReader(new 
InputStreamReader(url.openStream())); 
       String adress = ""; 
       String str; 
       while ((str = in.readLine()) != null) { 
         adress = str; 
       } 
       in.close(); 
           
             HttpPost httppost = new HttpPost(adress); 
    FileBody bin = new FileBody(filen, "image/jpeg"); 
  
             MultipartEntity reqEntity = new MultipartEntity(); 
             reqEntity.addPart("myFile", bin); 
  
             httppost.setEntity(reqEntity); 
  
             Timer.start(); 
             httpclient.execute(httppost); 
             Timer.stop(); 
              
         } catch(Exception e) { 
          this.errorMessage = "DownloadUploadSpeed.uploadUrl(): " + 
e; 
         } 
         try {  
          httpclient.getConnectionManager().shutdown();  
      } catch (Exception e) { 
       this.errorMessage = "DownloadUploadSpeed.uploadUrl()" + e; 
   } 
   return (filen.length()/(Timer.result())); 
  } else { 
   this.errorMessage = "DownloadUploadSpeed.uploadUrl(): 
inputError"; 
   return -1; 
  } 
    } 
  
 public String getErrorMessage() { 
  return this.errorMessage; 
 } 
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} 

Timer.java 
package com.timer; 
public class Timer { 
 private static long start = 0; 
 private static long stop = 0; 
  
 public static void start() { 
  start = System.currentTimeMillis(); 
 } 
  
 public static void stop() {  
  stop = System.currentTimeMillis(); 
 } 
  
 public static long result() { 
  if(start != 0 || stop != 0 || start > stop || start == 
Long.MAX_VALUE || stop == Long.MAX_VALUE) { 
   return stop - start; 
  } else { 
   return -1; 
  } 
 } 
  
 public static void reset() { 
  start = 0; 
  stop = 0; 
 } 
} 
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Appendix 4 – Cloud interaction and servlet source code 

PrimeCalcCloud.java 
package com.primecalc; 
import java.io.BufferedReader; 
import java.io.IOException; 
import java.io.InputStreamReader; 
import java.net.MalformedURLException; 
import java.net.URL; 
 
import com.timer.Timer; 
 
public class PrimeCalcCloud { 
 private long time; 
 private String errorMessage; 
 private String returnValue = "dude"; 
  
 public void primeInteract(String inUrl) { 
  try { 
   new Timer(); 
   Timer.reset(); 
   Timer.start(); 
   URL url = new URL(inUrl); 
   BufferedReader in = new BufferedReader(new 
InputStreamReader(url.openStream())); 
   String str; 
   while((str = in.readLine()) != null) { 
    this.returnValue = str; 
   } 
   in.close(); 
   Timer.stop(); 
   this.time = Timer.result(); 
  } catch (MalformedURLException e) { 
   this.errorMessage = "PrimeInteract.primeInteract()" + 
e; 
  } catch (IOException e) { 
   this.errorMessage = "PrimeInteract.primeInteract()" + 
e; 
  } 
 } 
  
 public String errorMessage() { 
  return this.errorMessage; 
 } 
  
    public String returnNumber() { 
  return this.returnValue; 
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    } 
  
 public long returnTime() { 
  return this.time; 
 }     
} 
 

ListSorterCloud.java 
package com.listsorter; 
 
import java.io.StringWriter; 
import java.util.ArrayList; 
import java.util.Arrays; 
import java.util.List; 
 
import org.apache.commons.io.IOUtils; 
import org.apache.http.HttpEntity; 
import org.apache.http.HttpResponse; 
import org.apache.http.NameValuePair; 
import org.apache.http.client.entity.UrlEncodedFormEntity; 
import org.apache.http.client.methods.HttpGet; 
import org.apache.http.client.methods.HttpPost; 
import org.apache.http.impl.client.DefaultHttpClient; 
import org.apache.http.message.BasicNameValuePair; 
import org.apache.http.protocol.HTTP; 
 
import com.timer.Timer; 
 
public class ListSorterCloud { 
 private long time; 
 private String errorMessage; 
  
 // public void listSorterCloud(String textString, String 
urlForm, String urlPost) { 
 public String listSorterCloud(String textString, String urlForm, 
String urlPost) { 
  if(textString.length() > 100) { 
   List<String> wordListCloud = new ArrayList<String>(); 
         wordListCloud.clear(); 
    
         DefaultHttpClient httpclient = new DefaultHttpClient(); 
         try { 
             HttpGet httpget = new HttpGet(urlForm); 
  
             HttpResponse response = httpclient.execute(httpget); 
             HttpEntity entity = response.getEntity(); 
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             entity.consumeContent(); 
  
             HttpPost httpost = new HttpPost(urlPost); 
  
             List <NameValuePair> nvps = new ArrayList 
<NameValuePair>(); 
             nvps.add(new BasicNameValuePair("content", 
textString)); 
             nvps.add(new BasicNameValuePair("validate", 
"1592")); 
             httpost.setEntity(new UrlEncodedFormEntity(nvps, 
HTTP.UTF_8)); 
  
       new Timer(); 
       Timer.reset(); 
       Timer.start(); 
             response = httpclient.execute(httpost); 
             entity = response.getEntity(); 
        
          StringWriter writer = new StringWriter(); 
          IOUtils.copy(entity.getContent(), writer, "UTF-8"); 
          String theString = writer.toString(); 
          String[] total = theString.split("\n"); 
          wordListCloud = Arrays.asList(total); 
          Timer.stop(); 
          entity.consumeContent(); 
      } catch(Exception e) { 
       this.errorMessage = "ListSorterCloud.listSorterCluod(): 
" + e; 
         } finally { 
             httpclient.getConnectionManager().shutdown(); 
         } 
         this.time = Timer.result(); 
          
         // 
         return wordListCloud.get(500) + "" + 
wordListCloud.get(501); 
  } else { 
   this.time = -1; 
   this.errorMessage = "ListSorterCloud.listSorterCloud(): 
inputError";  
   return "ListSorterCloud Error"; 
  } 
 } 
  
 public String errorMessage() { 
  return this.errorMessage; 
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 } 
  
 public long returnTime() { 
  return this.time; 
 }  
} 

ImageTransformCloud.java 
package com.image; 
 
import java.io.BufferedInputStream; 
import java.io.BufferedReader; 
import java.io.File; 
import java.io.FileOutputStream; 
import java.io.InputStream; 
import java.io.InputStreamReader; 
import java.net.URL; 
 
import org.apache.http.HttpEntity; 
import org.apache.http.HttpResponse; 
import org.apache.http.client.HttpClient; 
import org.apache.http.client.methods.HttpPost; 
import org.apache.http.entity.mime.MultipartEntity; 
import org.apache.http.entity.mime.content.FileBody; 
import org.apache.http.impl.client.DefaultHttpClient; 
 
import android.graphics.Bitmap; 
import android.graphics.BitmapFactory; 
 
import com.timer.Timer; 
 
public class ImageTransformCloud { 
 private long time; 
 private String errorMessage; 
 
 // void 
    public String imageCloud(String urlIn, File filen, File 
tempSaveImage) { 
      
     if(filen.exists() == true && tempSaveImage.exists() == true) { 
      new Timer(); 
      Timer.reset(); 
      Timer.start(); 
       
         Bitmap bMap = null; 
         HttpClient httpclient = new DefaultHttpClient(); 
         try { 
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       URL url = new URL(urlIn); 
  
       BufferedReader in = new BufferedReader(new 
InputStreamReader(url.openStream())); 
       String adress = ""; 
       String str; 
       while ((str = in.readLine()) != null) { 
         adress = str; 
       } 
       in.close(); 
           
             HttpPost httppost = new HttpPost(adress); 
  
             FileBody bin = new FileBody(filen, "image/jpeg"); 
  
             MultipartEntity reqEntity = new MultipartEntity(); 
             reqEntity.addPart("myFile", bin); 
              
             httppost.setEntity(reqEntity); 
             HttpResponse response = 
httpclient.execute(httppost); 
             HttpEntity resEntity = response.getEntity(); 
  
             if (resEntity != null) { 
              InputStream inputStr = resEntity.getContent(); 
              BufferedInputStream bis = new 
BufferedInputStream(inputStr); 
                  
              bMap = BitmapFactory.decodeStream(bis); 
                 FileOutputStream out = new 
FileOutputStream(tempSaveImage); 
                 //do I need to compress it? 
                 bMap.compress(Bitmap.CompressFormat.PNG, 100, 
out); 
                 out.flush(); 
                 out.close(); 
                 if (inputStr != null) { 
                  inputStr.close(); 
                 } 
                 if (bis != null) { 
                  bis.close(); 
                 } 
             } 
             httpclient.getConnectionManager().shutdown();             
         } catch(Exception e) { 
          this.errorMessage = "InteractorAppEngine.imageCloud(): 
" + e; 
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         }   
         Timer.stop(); 
         time = Timer.result(); 
          
   return bMap.getHeight() + "" + bMap.getWidth() + ""; 
     } else { 
      this.errorMessage = "InteractorAppEngine.imageCloud(): 
inputError"; 
      this.time = -1; 
      return "ImageTransformCloud Error"; 
     } 
    } 
     
 public String errorMessage() { 
  return this.errorMessage; 
 } 
     
    public long returnTime() { 
     return this.time; 
    } 
} 

PrimeCalcAppEngineServlet.java 
package com; 
 
import java.io.IOException; 
import javax.servlet.http.*; 
 
@SuppressWarnings("serial") 
public class PrimeCalcAppEngineServlet extends HttpServlet { 
 public void doGet(HttpServletRequest req, HttpServletResponse 
resp) 
  throws IOException { 
  resp.setContentType("text/plain"); 
   
  if(req.getParameter("validate").equals("1592")) { 
   PrimeCalc nummer = new PrimeCalc(); 
   nummer.calculatePrimeNumbers(); 
   resp.setContentType("text/plain"); 
   resp.getWriter().println(nummer.returnNumber()); 
  } else { 
   resp.getWriter().println("dude"); 
  } 
 } 
} 

AppEngineListServlet.java 
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package com.appenginelist; 
 
import java.io.IOException; 
import java.util.ArrayList; 
import java.util.Arrays; 
import java.util.Collections; 
import java.util.List; 
 
import javax.servlet.http.*; 
 
@SuppressWarnings("serial") 
public class AppEngineListServlet extends HttpServlet { 
 private String content; 
  
 public void doGet(HttpServletRequest req, HttpServletResponse 
resp) 
   throws IOException {  
  resp.setContentType("text/plain"); 
  resp.getWriter().println("dude"); 
 } 
  
 public void doPost(HttpServletRequest req, HttpServletResponse 
resp) 
   throws IOException { 
     resp.setContentType("text/plain"); 
 
     if(req.getParameter("validate").equals("1592")) { 
      List<String> wordList = new ArrayList<String>(); 
      this.content = req.getParameter("content"); 
       
      String[] total = this.content.split(" "); 
      wordList = Arrays.asList(total); 
      Collections.sort(wordList); 
       
      for(String i : wordList) { 
       resp.getWriter().println(i); 
      } 
     } else { 
      resp.getWriter().println("dude"); 
     } 
 } 
} 

Upload.java – Image Transformation Servlet 
package com; 
 
import java.io.IOException; 
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import java.io.PrintWriter; 
import java.util.Map; 
 
import javax.servlet.ServletException; 
import javax.servlet.http.HttpServlet; 
import javax.servlet.http.HttpServletRequest; 
import javax.servlet.http.HttpServletResponse; 
 
import com.google.appengine.api.blobstore.BlobKey; 
import com.google.appengine.api.blobstore.BlobstoreService; 
import com.google.appengine.api.blobstore.BlobstoreServiceFactory; 
import com.google.appengine.api.images.Image; 
import com.google.appengine.api.images.ImagesService; 
import com.google.appengine.api.images.ImagesServiceFactory; 
import com.google.appengine.api.images.Transform; 
 
public class Upload extends HttpServlet { 
    private BlobstoreService blobstoreService = 
BlobstoreServiceFactory.getBlobstoreService(); 
     
    public void doGet(HttpServletRequest req, HttpServletResponse 
res) 
  throws ServletException, IOException { 
        res.setContentType("text/html;charset=UTF-8"); 
        PrintWriter out = res.getWriter(); 
         
        if(req.getParameter("validate").equals("1592")) { 
         out.println(blobstoreService.createUploadUrl("/upload")); 
        } else { 
         out.println("dude"); 
        } 
    } 
 
    public void doPost(HttpServletRequest req, HttpServletResponse 
res) 
        throws ServletException, IOException { 
      
        Map<String, BlobKey> blobs = 
blobstoreService.getUploadedBlobs(req); 
        BlobKey blobKey = blobs.get("myFile"); 
 
        if (blobKey == null) { 
            res.sendRedirect("/"); 
        } else { 
            ImagesService imagesService = 
ImagesServiceFactory.getImagesService();             
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            Image oldImage = 
ImagesServiceFactory.makeImageFromBlob(blobKey); 
            //Transform flip = 
ImagesServiceFactory.makeVerticalFlip(); 
            Transform flip = ImagesServiceFactory.makeRotate(180); 
            Transform resize = ImagesServiceFactory.makeResize(100, 
75); 
 
            Image newImage = imagesService.applyTransform(resize, 
oldImage); 
            newImage = imagesService.applyTransform(flip, newImage); 
             
            byte[] newImageData = newImage.getImageData(); 
 
            res.setContentType("image/jpeg"); 
            res.getOutputStream().write(newImageData); 
        } 
    } 
} 

AppEngineDataSaverServlet.java 
package com.appenginedatasaver; 
 
import java.io.IOException; 
import java.util.Date; 
 
import javax.servlet.http.*; 
 
import com.google.appengine.api.datastore.DatastoreService; 
import com.google.appengine.api.datastore.DatastoreServiceFactory; 
import com.google.appengine.api.datastore.Entity; 
import com.google.appengine.api.datastore.Key; 
import com.google.appengine.api.datastore.KeyFactory; 
 
@SuppressWarnings("serial") 
public class AppEngineDataSaverServlet extends HttpServlet { 
  
 public void doPost(HttpServletRequest req, HttpServletResponse 
resp) 
   throws IOException { 
  String key = req.getParameter("key"); 
  if(key.equals("1984598348723090")) { 
   String errorMessage = req.getParameter("errorMessage"); 
   String speedDownload = 
req.getParameter("speedDownload"); 
   String speedUpload = req.getParameter("speedUpload"); 
   String primeCalcLocalResult = 
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req.getParameter("primeCalcLocalResult"); 
   String primeCalcCloudResult = 
req.getParameter("primeCalcCloudResult"); 
   String listSorterLocalResult = 
req.getParameter("listSorterLocalResult"); 
   String listSorterCloudResult = 
req.getParameter("listSorterCloudResult"); 
   String imageTransformLocalResult = 
req.getParameter("imageTransformLocalResult"); 
   String imageTransformCloudResult = 
req.getParameter("imageTransformCloudResult"); 
   String phoneInfo = req.getParameter("phoneInfo"); 
   String testData = req.getParameter("testData"); 
    
         Key guestbookKey = KeyFactory.createKey("Results", key); 
         //String content = req.getParameter("content"); 
         Date date = new Date(); 
         Entity downloaduploadspeed = new Entity("Results", 
guestbookKey); 
         downloaduploadspeed.setProperty("errorMessage", 
errorMessage); 
         downloaduploadspeed.setProperty("speedDownload", 
speedDownload); 
         downloaduploadspeed.setProperty("speedUpload", 
speedUpload); 
         downloaduploadspeed.setProperty("primeCalcLocalResult", 
primeCalcLocalResult); 
         downloaduploadspeed.setProperty("primeCalcCloudResult", 
primeCalcCloudResult); 
         downloaduploadspeed.setProperty("listSorterLocalResult", 
listSorterLocalResult); 
         downloaduploadspeed.setProperty("listSorterCloudResult", 
listSorterCloudResult);     
         
downloaduploadspeed.setProperty("imageTransformLocalResult", 
imageTransformLocalResult); 
         
downloaduploadspeed.setProperty("imageTransformCloudResult", 
imageTransformCloudResult);             
         downloaduploadspeed.setProperty("phoneInfo", phoneInfo); 
         downloaduploadspeed.setProperty("testData", testData); 
         downloaduploadspeed.setProperty("date", date); 
          
         DatastoreService datastore = 
DatastoreServiceFactory.getDatastoreService(); 
         datastore.put(downloaduploadspeed); 
  } 
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  //resp.setContentType("text/plain"); 
  //resp.getWriter().println(errorMessage); 
 } 
  
 public void doGet(HttpServletRequest req, HttpServletResponse 
resp) 
   throws IOException {  
 } 
}  
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Appendix 5 – Android application source code 

CloudBench.java 
package com.cloudbench; 
 
import java.io.BufferedReader; 
import java.io.File; 
import java.io.FileOutputStream; 
import java.io.IOException; 
import java.io.InputStream; 
import java.io.InputStreamReader; 
import java.io.OutputStream; 
import java.util.ArrayList; 
import java.util.Collections; 
import java.util.List; 
import java.util.UUID; 
 
import com.starter.Starter; 
 
import android.app.Activity; 
import android.content.Context; 
import android.net.ConnectivityManager; 
import android.net.NetworkInfo; 
import android.os.Bundle; 
import android.os.Environment; 
import android.os.Handler; 
import android.os.Message; 
import android.telephony.TelephonyManager; 
import android.view.View; 
import android.view.View.OnClickListener; 
import android.widget.ProgressBar; 
import android.widget.TextView;  
 
/* 
 *  
 * Created by Oskar Hamrén as part of the thesis  
 * work on mobile cloud computing, 2011-2012 
 *  
 */ 
 
 
public class CloudBench extends Activity implements OnClickListener, 
Runnable { 
 List<String> wordList = new ArrayList<String>(); 
 String textString = ""; 
    private ProgressBar progressBar; 
    private TextView status; 
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    private TextView creator; 
    private View firstButton; 
    //private View thirdButton;     
    private View forthButton; 
    private File filen; 
    private File downloadTempFile; 
    private File tempSaveImage1; 
    private File tempSaveImage2; 
    private InputStream is; 
    private String phoneModel; 
    private String fingerPrint; 
    private String phoneSDK; 
    private String connectionInfo; 
     
    /* 
    private String listSorterTest = "hang ten"; 
    private String primeCalcTest = "nada surf"; 
    private String imageTransformTest = "bro"; 
    */ 
     
    @Override 
    public void onCreate(Bundle savedInstanceState) {            
        super.onCreate(savedInstanceState); 
        setContentView(R.layout.main); 
         
        firstButton = findViewById(R.id.button1); 
        firstButton.setOnClickListener(this); 
        
        progressBar = (ProgressBar) findViewById(R.id.progressBar); 
        status = (TextView) findViewById(R.id.status);   
        creator = (TextView) findViewById(R.id.textView1);         
        forthButton = findViewById(R.id.button4); 
        forthButton.setOnClickListener(this); 
         
        //thirdButton = findViewById(R.id.button3); 
        //thirdButton.setOnClickListener(this); 
 
        firstButton.setVisibility(View.INVISIBLE); 
        forthButton.setVisibility(View.INVISIBLE); 
        creator.setVisibility(View.INVISIBLE); 
         
        new Thread(new Runnable() { 
            public void run() { 
             handler.sendEmptyMessage(1); 
                gatherInfo(); 
          handler.sendEmptyMessage(2); 
                loadTextFile(); 
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          handler.sendEmptyMessage(3); 
                loadImageFile(); 
          handler.sendEmptyMessage(4); 
            } 
             
            private Handler handler = new Handler() { 
 
                @Override 
                public void handleMessage(Message msg) { 
                    switch (msg.what) { 
                     case 1: 
                      status.setText(R.string.loading1);   
                      progressBar.setProgress(25); 
                         break; 
                     
                     case 2: 
                         status.setText(R.string.loading2);   
                      progressBar.setProgress(50); 
                         break;      
                          
                     case 3: 
                         status.setText(R.string.loading3);   
                      progressBar.setProgress(75); 
                         break;    
                          
                     case 4: 
                         status.setText(R.string.loading4);   
                      progressBar.setProgress(100); 
                         firstButton.setVisibility(View.VISIBLE); 
                         forthButton.setVisibility(View.VISIBLE); 
                         creator.setVisibility(View.VISIBLE); 
                            
progressBar.setVisibility(ProgressBar.INVISIBLE); 
                            progressBar.setProgress(0); 
                            status.setVisibility(View.INVISIBLE); 
                         break;      
                        } 
                    } 
             };          
          }).start();             
    } 
        
 private void gatherInfo() { 
  this.phoneModel = android.os.Build.MODEL; 
  this.phoneSDK = android.os.Build.VERSION.SDK; 
   
  this.fingerPrint = phoneFingerPrint(); 
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  this.connectionInfo = phoneConnection(); 
 
 } 
  
 private String phoneConnection() { 
  ConnectivityManager mConnectivity = (ConnectivityManager) 
getSystemService(Context.CONNECTIVITY_SERVICE); 
  TelephonyManager mTelephony = (TelephonyManager) 
getSystemService(TELEPHONY_SERVICE); 
   
  NetworkInfo info = mConnectivity.getActiveNetworkInfo(); 
  if (info == null || 
!mConnectivity.getBackgroundDataSetting()) { 
   return "NetworkError: Network == null ?"; 
  } else { 
   
   int netType = info.getType(); 
   int netSubtype = info.getSubtype(); 
   if (netType == ConnectivityManager.TYPE_WIFI) { 
    return "WIFI: " + netType; 
   } else if (netType == ConnectivityManager.TYPE_MOBILE 
&& netSubtype == TelephonyManager.NETWORK_TYPE_UMTS && 
!mTelephony.isNetworkRoaming()) { 
    return "Phone: " + netType; 
   } else { 
    return "NetworkError2: Some other connection?";  
   } 
  }  
 } 
  
 private String phoneFingerPrint() { 
     final TelephonyManager tm = (TelephonyManager) 
getBaseContext().getSystemService(Context.TELEPHONY_SERVICE); 
      
     //final String tmDevice, tmSerial, tmPhone, androidId; 
     final String tmDevice, tmSerial, androidId; 
     tmDevice = "" + tm.getDeviceId(); 
     tmSerial = "" + tm.getSimSerialNumber(); 
     androidId = "" + 
android.provider.Settings.Secure.getString(getContentResolver(), 
android.provider.Settings.Secure.ANDROID_ID); 
 
     UUID deviceUuid = new UUID(androidId.hashCode(), 
((long)tmDevice.hashCode() << 32) | tmSerial.hashCode()); 
    return deviceUuid.toString(); 
 } 
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 private void loadTextFile() { 
        InputStream is; 
         
  try { 
   is = getAssets().open("text.txt"); 
 
         BufferedReader br = new BufferedReader(new 
InputStreamReader(is)); 
         String line = null; 
         while ((line = br.readLine()) != null) { 
          this.wordList.add(line);  
          this.textString += line + " "; 
         } 
         br.close(); 
         Collections.shuffle(this.wordList); 
         //this.listSorterTest = this.wordList.get(200) + " - " + 
this.wordList.get(201); 
          
  } catch (IOException e) { 
   e.printStackTrace(); 
  }  
 } 
 
 private void loadImageFile() { 
  try { 
   this.is = getAssets().open("computer.jpg"); 
    
   File root = Environment.getExternalStorageDirectory(); 
    
            this.filen = new File(root, "computer1.jpg"); 
            this.filen.createNewFile(); 
             
            this.downloadTempFile = new File(root, "computer2.jpg"); 
            this.downloadTempFile.createNewFile(); 
             
            this.tempSaveImage1 = new File(root, "computer3.jpg"); 
            this.tempSaveImage1.createNewFile(); 
             
            this.tempSaveImage2 = new File(root, "computer4.jpg"); 
            this.tempSaveImage2.createNewFile(); 
 
            OutputStream out = new FileOutputStream(filen); 
            byte buf[] = new byte[1024]; 
            int len; 
            while((len = is.read(buf)) > 0) { 
             out.write(buf,0,len); 
            } 
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            this.downloadTempFile.deleteOnExit(); 
            this.filen.deleteOnExit(); 
            this.tempSaveImage1.deleteOnExit(); 
            this.tempSaveImage1.deleteOnExit(); 
             
            out.close(); 
  } catch (IOException e) { 
   e.printStackTrace(); 
  }   
 } 
 
 @Override 
 public void onClick(View v) { 
        switch(v.getId()){ 
        case R.id.button1: 
          
   firstButton.setVisibility(View.INVISIBLE); 
   forthButton.setVisibility(View.INVISIBLE); 
   creator.setVisibility(View.INVISIBLE); 
   status.setText(R.string.start); 
   progressBar.setVisibility(ProgressBar.VISIBLE); 
   progressBar.setProgress(0); 
   status.setVisibility(View.VISIBLE); 
    
   new Thread(this).start(); 
 
            /* 
         Toast toast1; 
         toast1 = Toast.makeText(this, "dude", Toast.LENGTH_LONG); 
         toast1.show(); 
         */ 
        break; 
         
  /*   
        case R.id.button3: 
         status.setVisibility(View.VISIBLE); 
   status.setText(this.listSorterTest + "&" + 
this.primeCalcTest + "&" + this.imageTransformTest + "&" + 
this.wordList.size() + "&" + this.connectionInfo + "&" + 
this.phoneSDK);        
        break; 
        */ 
         
        case R.id.button4: 
         this.finish(); 
     break;         
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        } 
 } 
  
    public void run() { 
     Starter start = new Starter(); 
 
  handler.sendEmptyMessage(16); 
     start.dataSaverInit(); 
     start.savePhoneInfo(this.phoneModel, this.fingerPrint, 
this.phoneSDK, this.connectionInfo); 
         
  start.downloadUploadSpeed(this.filen, 
this.downloadTempFile); 
  handler.sendEmptyMessage(32); 
         
  // this.primeCalcTest = start.primeCalc(); 
  start.primeCalc(); 
  handler.sendEmptyMessage(48); 
      
  // this.listSorterTest = start.listSorter(this.wordList, 
this.textString); 
  start.listSorter(this.wordList, this.textString); 
  handler.sendEmptyMessage(66); 
 
  // this.imageTransformTest = start.imageTran(this.is, 
this.filen, this.tempSaveImage1, this.tempSaveImage2); 
  start.imageTran(this.is, this.filen, this.tempSaveImage1, 
this.tempSaveImage2); 
  handler.sendEmptyMessage(84); 
 
  start.dataSaverFinnish(); 
  handler.sendEmptyMessage(100); 
      
  handler.sendEmptyMessage(101); 
    } 
     
    private Handler handler = new Handler() { 
 
        @Override 
        public void handleMessage(Message msg) { 
            switch (msg.what) { 
             case 16: 
                 status.setText(R.string.start);   
              progressBar.setProgress(16); 
                 break; 
             
             case 32: 
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                 status.setText(R.string.test1);   
              progressBar.setProgress(32); 
                 break;      
                  
             case 48: 
                 status.setText(R.string.test2);   
              progressBar.setProgress(48); 
                 break;    
                  
             case 66: 
                 status.setText(R.string.test3);   
              progressBar.setProgress(66); 
                 break;      
                  
             case 84: 
                 status.setText(R.string.test4);   
              progressBar.setProgress(84); 
                 break;                   
                  
                case 100: 
                    status.setText(R.string.send);  
              progressBar.setProgress(100); 
                    break; 
                     
                case 101: 
                 firstButton.setVisibility(View.VISIBLE); 
                 forthButton.setVisibility(View.VISIBLE); 
                    
progressBar.setVisibility(ProgressBar.INVISIBLE); 
                    creator.setVisibility(View.VISIBLE); 
                    progressBar.setProgress(0); 
                 
                    try { 
                     Thread.sleep(2000); 
                    } catch (InterruptedException e) { 
                     e.printStackTrace(); 
                    } 
 
                    status.setVisibility(View.INVISIBLE); 
                    break; 
                } 
            } 
     }; 
} 

Starter.java 
package com.starter; 
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import java.io.File; 
import java.io.InputStream; 
import java.util.List; 
 
import com.downloaduploadspeed.DownloadUploadSpeed; 
import com.image.ImageTransformCloud; 
import com.image.ImageTransformLocal; 
import com.listsorter.ListSorterLocal; 
import com.listsorter.ListSorterCloud; 
import com.primecalc.PrimeCalcLocal; 
import com.primecalc.PrimeCalcCloud; 
 
public class Starter { 
  
 private DataSaver data; 
 private String key = "1984598348723090"; 
  
 public void dataSaverInit() { 
  this.data = new DataSaver(); 
  this.data.setKey(this.key); 
 } 
  
 public void downloadUploadSpeed(File filen, File 
downloadTempFile) { 
  try { 
   String urlUpload = 
"http://uploadspeedxjal1121a.appspot.com/upload?validate=1592"; 
   String urlDownload = 
"http://uploadspeedxjal1121a.appspot.com/serve?validate=1592"; 
    
   DownloadUploadSpeed downUpSpeed = new 
DownloadUploadSpeed(); 
  
 this.data.setDownloadSpeed(Float.toString(downUpSpeed.downloadUr
l(downloadTempFile, urlDownload))); 
  
 this.data.setUploadSpeed(Float.toString(downUpSpeed.uploadUrl(fi
len, urlUpload))); 
  
 this.data.setErrorMessage(downUpSpeed.getErrorMessage()); 
  } catch (Exception e) { 
  
 this.data.setErrorMessage("Starter.uploadDownloadSpeed(): " + 
e); 
  } 
 } 
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 public void primeCalc() { 
 //public String primeCalc() { 
  String inUrl = 
"http://komigennugemigettnamn.appspot.com/primecalcappengine?validat
e=1592"; 
   
  PrimeCalcLocal primeCalc = new PrimeCalcLocal(); 
  // 
  primeCalc.calculatePrimeNumbers(); 
  String primeCalcLocalTest = primeCalc.returnNumber(); 
 
 this.data.setPrimeCalcLocalResult(Float.toString(primeCalc.retur
nTime())); 
   
  PrimeCalcCloud primeInteract = new PrimeCalcCloud(); 
  primeInteract.primeInteract(inUrl); 
  this.data.setErrorMessage(primeInteract.errorMessage()); 
  String primeCalcCloudTest = primeInteract.returnNumber(); 
 
 this.data.setPrimeCalcCloudResult(Float.toString(primeInteract.r
eturnTime())); 
  this.data.setTestData(primeCalcLocalTest + "==" + 
primeCalcCloudTest +"&"); 
   
  // 
  //return primeCalcLocalTest + "-" + primeCalcCloudTest; 
 } 
  
 public void listSorter(List<String> wordList, String textString) 
{ 
 //public String listSorter(List<String> wordList, String 
textString) { 
  String urlForm = "http://uploadlist123188.appspot.com/"; 
  String urlPost = "http://uploadlist123188.appspot.com/sign"; 
   
  ListSorterLocal listSorter = new ListSorterLocal(); 
  // listSorter.listSorter(wordList); 
  String listSortLocal = listSorter.listSorter(wordList); 
 
 this.data.setListSorterLocalResult(Float.toString(listSorter.ret
urnTime())); 
  this.data.setErrorMessage(listSorter.errorMessage()); 
   
  ListSorterCloud listSorterCloud = new ListSorterCloud(); 
  // listSorterCloud.listSorterCloud(textString, urlForm, 
urlPost); 
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  String listSortCloud = 
listSorterCloud.listSorterCloud(textString, urlForm, urlPost); 
 
 this.data.setListSorterCloudResult(Float.toString(listSorterClou
d.returnTime())); 
  this.data.setErrorMessage(listSorterCloud.errorMessage()); 
  this.data.setTestData(listSortLocal + "==" + 
listSortCloud+"&"); 
   
  // 
  //return "ListSortLocal: " + listSortLocal + " 
ListSorterCloud: " + listSortCloud; 
 } 
  
 //public void imageTran(InputStream in, File filen, File 
tempSaveImage) {   
 public void imageTran(InputStream in, File filen, File 
tempSaveImage1, File tempSaveImage2) {   
  ImageTransformLocal local = new ImageTransformLocal(); 
  String imageTransformLocal = local.localImageSizeFlip(in, 
tempSaveImage1); 
 
 this.data.setImageTransformLocalResult(Float.toString(local.retu
rnTime())); 
  this.data.setErrorMessage(local.errorMessage()); 
   
  String urlIn = "http://upload-
23jkskl233.appspot.com/upload?validate=1592"; 
  ImageTransformCloud cloud = new ImageTransformCloud(); 
  String imageTransformCloud = cloud.imageCloud(urlIn, filen, 
tempSaveImage2); 
 
 this.data.setImageTransformCloudResult(Float.toString(cloud.retu
rnTime())); 
  this.data.setErrorMessage(cloud.errorMessage()); 
  this.data.setTestData(imageTransformLocal + "==" + 
imageTransformCloud); 
   
  //return imageTransformLocal + "==" + imageTransformCloud; 
 }  
  
 public void savePhoneInfo(String phoneModel, String fingerPrint, 
String phoneSDK, String connectionInfo) { 
  this.data.setPhoneDetails(phoneModel, fingerPrint, phoneSDK, 
connectionInfo); 
 } 
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 public void dataSaverFinnish() { 
  String urlGet = "http://infosaverfromapp.appspot.com/"; 
  String urlPost = 
"http://infosaverfromapp.appspot.com/appenginedatasaver"; 
  this.data.sendResults(urlGet, urlPost); 
 } 
} 

DataSaver.java 
package com.starter; 
 
import java.util.ArrayList; 
import java.util.List; 
 
import org.apache.http.HttpEntity; 
import org.apache.http.HttpResponse; 
import org.apache.http.NameValuePair; 
import org.apache.http.client.entity.UrlEncodedFormEntity; 
import org.apache.http.client.methods.HttpGet; 
import org.apache.http.client.methods.HttpPost; 
import org.apache.http.impl.client.DefaultHttpClient; 
import org.apache.http.message.BasicNameValuePair; 
import org.apache.http.protocol.HTTP; 
 
public class DataSaver {  
 private String key; 
 private String downloadSpeed; 
 private String uploadSpeed; 
 private String errorMessage; 
 private String primeCalcLocalResult; 
 private String primeCalcCloudResult; 
 private String listSorterLocalResult; 
 private String listSorterCloudResult; 
 private String imageTransformLocalResult; 
 private String imageTransformCloudResult; 
 private String phoneInfo; 
 private String testData = ""; 
  
 public void setPhoneDetails(String phoneModel, String 
fingerPrint, String phoneSDK, String connectionInfo) { 
  this.phoneInfo = "PhoneModel: " + phoneModel + " 
&FingerPrint: " + fingerPrint + " &SDK: " + phoneSDK + " 
&Connection: " + connectionInfo;   
 } 
  
 public void setDownloadSpeed(String download) { 
  this.downloadSpeed = download; 
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 } 
  
 public void setUploadSpeed(String upload) { 
  this.uploadSpeed = upload; 
 } 
  
 public void setKey(String key) { 
  this.key = key; 
 } 
  
 public void setErrorMessage(String error) { 
  if(error != null) { 
   this.errorMessage += error; 
  } 
 } 
  
 public void setPrimeCalcLocalResult(String primeCalcLocalResult) 
{ 
  this.primeCalcLocalResult = primeCalcLocalResult; 
 } 
  
 public void setPrimeCalcCloudResult(String primeCalcCloudResult) 
{ 
  this.primeCalcCloudResult = primeCalcCloudResult; 
 } 
  
 public void setListSorterLocalResult(String 
listSorterLocalResult) { 
  this.listSorterLocalResult = listSorterLocalResult; 
 } 
  
 public void setListSorterCloudResult(String 
listSorterCloudResult) { 
  this.listSorterCloudResult = listSorterCloudResult; 
 } 
  
 public void setImageTransformLocalResult(String 
imageTransformLocalResult) { 
  this.imageTransformLocalResult = imageTransformLocalResult; 
 } 
  
 public void setImageTransformCloudResult(String 
imageTransformCloudResult) { 
  this.imageTransformCloudResult = imageTransformCloudResult; 
 }  
  
 public void setTestData(String testData) { 
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  this.testData += testData; 
 }   
  
 public void sendResults(String urlGet, String urlPost) { 
        DefaultHttpClient httpclient = new DefaultHttpClient(); 
        try { 
            HttpGet httpget = new HttpGet(urlGet); 
 
            HttpResponse response = httpclient.execute(httpget); 
            HttpEntity entity = response.getEntity(); 
            entity.consumeContent(); 
            //EntityUtils.consume(entity); 
 
            HttpPost httpost = new HttpPost(urlPost); 
 
            List <NameValuePair> nvps = new ArrayList 
<NameValuePair>(); 
            nvps.add(new BasicNameValuePair("key", this.key)); 
            nvps.add(new BasicNameValuePair("errorMessage", 
this.errorMessage)); 
            nvps.add(new BasicNameValuePair("speedDownload", 
this.downloadSpeed)); 
            nvps.add(new BasicNameValuePair("speedUpload", 
this.uploadSpeed)); 
            nvps.add(new BasicNameValuePair("primeCalcLocalResult", 
this.primeCalcLocalResult)); 
            nvps.add(new BasicNameValuePair("primeCalcCloudResult", 
this.primeCalcCloudResult)); 
            nvps.add(new BasicNameValuePair("listSorterLocalResult", 
this.listSorterLocalResult)); 
            nvps.add(new BasicNameValuePair("listSorterCloudResult", 
this.listSorterCloudResult)); 
            nvps.add(new 
BasicNameValuePair("imageTransformLocalResult", 
this.imageTransformLocalResult)); 
            nvps.add(new 
BasicNameValuePair("imageTransformCloudResult", 
this.imageTransformCloudResult)); 
            nvps.add(new BasicNameValuePair("phoneInfo", 
this.phoneInfo)); 
            nvps.add(new BasicNameValuePair("testData", 
this.testData)); 
            httpost.setEntity(new UrlEncodedFormEntity(nvps, 
HTTP.UTF_8)); 
 
            response = httpclient.execute(httpost); 
            entity = response.getEntity(); 
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            entity.consumeContent(); 
         
     } catch(Exception e) { 
         System.out.println(e); 
        } finally { 
            httpclient.getConnectionManager().shutdown(); 
        }  
    } 
} 
 

Appendix 6 – Data transformation source code 

ChopChop.java 
import java.io.BufferedReader; 
import java.io.DataInputStream; 
import java.io.FileInputStream; 
import java.io.InputStreamReader; 
 
public class Chopchop { 
 
 public static void main(String[] args) { 
  try { 
   FileInputStream fstream = new 
FileInputStream("./input.txt"); 
    
   DataInputStream in = new DataInputStream(fstream); 
   BufferedReader br = new BufferedReader(new 
InputStreamReader(in)); 
   String strLine; 
    
   while ((strLine = br.readLine()) != null)   { 
    System.out.println 
(strLine.substring(strLine.indexOf('#')+2, strLine.indexOf('=')-1)); 
   } 
   System.out.println("---"); 
   in.close(); 
 
    
   FileInputStream fstream2 = new 
FileInputStream("./input.txt"); 
    
   DataInputStream in2 = new DataInputStream(fstream2); 
   BufferedReader br2 = new BufferedReader(new 
InputStreamReader(in2)); 
   String strLine2; 
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   while ((strLine2 = br2.readLine()) != null)   { 
    System.out.println 
(strLine2.substring(strLine2.indexOf('=')+2, strLine2.indexOf('%')-
1)); 
   } 
   System.out.println("---"); 
   in2.close(); 
 
    
   FileInputStream fstream3 = new 
FileInputStream("./input.txt"); 
    
   DataInputStream in3 = new DataInputStream(fstream3); 
   BufferedReader br3 = new BufferedReader(new 
InputStreamReader(in3)); 
   String strLine3; 
    
   while ((strLine3 = br3.readLine()) != null)   { 
    System.out.println 
(strLine3.substring(strLine3.indexOf('%')+2, strLine3.indexOf('@')-
1)); 
   } 
   System.out.println("---"); 
   in3.close(); 
 
    
   FileInputStream fstream4 = new 
FileInputStream("./input.txt"); 
    
   DataInputStream in4 = new DataInputStream(fstream4); 
   BufferedReader br4 = new BufferedReader(new 
InputStreamReader(in4)); 
   String strLine4; 
   while ((strLine4 = br4.readLine()) != null)   { 
    System.out.println 
(strLine4.substring(strLine4.indexOf('@')+2, strLine4.length())); 
   } 
   in4.close(); 
 
    
   } catch (Exception e) { 
    System.err.println("Error: " + e.getMessage()); 
  } 
 } 
} 
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Appendix 7 – Test result data 
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